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ABSTRACT 
This thesis .presents two approaches to solving the diffraction 
problem for SAW devices on anisotropic substrates. Diffraction is a 
nonlinear second-order effect which alters SAW performance, and some 
of the difficulty in predicting the actual effect is the anisotropy 
of acoustic materials, which makes the Fresnel Integral solution 
non-trivial. An accurate model for diffraction effects will allow 
compensation to be made without i terat i ans in expensive and time­
consuming fabrication and testing processes, especially since it is 
difficult to isolate diffraction from other second-order effects. 
Of the two methods of modelling, one is a Fresnel Integral 
evaluation appro·ac h, and the other rearranges the diffraction 
integral and takes advantage of symnetries for its solution. The 
two models are developed and compared, and results are shown for 
various conditions of interest. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Need for Accurate Diffraction Modelling 
Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) devices are devices which take 
advantage of a slower acoustic medium for delays. An input signal 
will be applied to a single bus bar which is electrically connected 
to various size parallel electrodes, which adhere to the acoustic 
material. Where there is a ground reference (overlap), an 
excitation is transmitted along the surface of the acoustic medium, 
as illustrated in Figure 1. This energy is later to be received by 
a parallel electrode. Throughout this work, the overlap region will 
be referred to as a "tap," "overlap," "aperture" or "finger." 
SAW filter analysis typically assumes that the transmitted 
wavefront from a given overlap pair is linear. Basic field theory 
teaches that this is not true for any finite overlap length, or line 
length, because of diffraction. Diffraction is that phenomen0r. 
which occurs when each point source of a line source does not have a 
corresponding point source which effectively cancels out all energy 
transmitted in the direction parallel to the line source. 
In th i s paper , the des i red end res u 1t i s a d i f fract i on mode1 
that will lead to evaluation of the time and frequency responses for 
SAW devices including diffraction effects. Once a diffraction model 
is developed, it will be incorporated into a SAW CAO routine to the 
+_ --,+,..-__ 
N 
Figure 1. Generation of a SAW. 
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end that it eventually can be used for compensation for diffraction 
effects in the design phase of a SAW device. 
Other Approaches Considered 
Historically, diffraction modelling routines have been based on 
Fresnel Integrals, either by using sub-elements, discrete point 
evaluation of the Fresnel Integral, or resolving the wave number, to 
solve the diffraction integral. A summary of the most popular 
approaches is shown below. The fourth approach introduces a way to 
model diffraction without the necessity of evaluating a Fresnel 
Integral. 
Angular Spectrum of Waves 
This technique evaluates diffraction integral by resolving the 
wave number into its perpendicular components and multiplying 
the results of each integral after evaluation. A more recent 
variation reduces computation by making approximations such as 
stationary phase and energy sidelobes far enough away from the main 
energy lobe are negligible, sinx/x term dominates in near field and 
e(jy) term dominates in far field (Kharusi and Farnell 1971; Peach 
1983). 
Geometric Theory of Diffraction 
This technique models diffraction as a linear wave plus two 
circular waves radiated from the aperture edges. The circular waves 
are weighted by complex amplitude coefficients as a function of 
4 
propagation direction in calculating the diffracted field (Keller 
1957; Kouyoumjian 1975; Radasky and Matthaei 1983). 
Fresnel Integral Reduction 
Each transmitting finger is divided into two wavelength 
sub-elements in order to reduce the error induced by various 
assumptions necessary to obtain Fresnel Integral form. The Fresnel 
Integra 1 is eva1 uated by a surrmat ion of the 12 most significant 
terms of an infinite series. The results from all sub-elements are 
summed. The approximations allow the integral to be evaluated for 
any anisotropic substrate (Streibl 1984). 
Double Integral Reduction 
The integrations over the transmitter and receiver are 
evaluated simultaneously since the axes are parallel. No Fresnel 
Integral needs to be evaluated since the diffraction integral has 
been rearranged (Datta 1978). 
Of the Fresnel Integral routines, the sub-element routine 
(Streibl 1984) was chosen as a basis because it seemed to be the 
most straightforward of the three, and polynomial velocity profiles 
are easily implemented. Oatta's double integral reduction approach 
was al so chosen because it appeared to be a very simple, very 
accurate routine for generating time files, although it did not 
directly lend itself to field profile generation. The two 
diffraction modelling routines are developed and compared here, 
based on relative speed and relative accuracy. This work will 
5 
provide polynomial expressions for velocity profiles for 
anisotropic substrates, the development of the double integral 
reduction and the Fresnel Integral/sub-element models, comparisons 
of the models and applications. 
CHAPTER II 
ANISOTROPIC MODEL DERIVATION 
General Diffraction Integral 
Since the time response of a SAW device, including diffraction 
effects, is the desired end result of this work, the time function 
must be defined in terms of a general wave equation. In developing 
the model, each part of the wave equation used will be replaced with 
a more specific, more accurate expression. Then, each model will be 
developed based on this final expression. 
As a basis for the diffraction model, each finite line source 
will be considered as an array of point sources. Each point source 
will radiate a two-dimensional circular wave, the wave equation for 
which is 
= ejkrE(X.Y} (1)Ir 
where X is the point of radiation and Y is the point at which the 
field is measured, and r and k are the radial distance and wave 
number, respectively, which relate the two points. The time 
function is evaluated by sunming the energy radiated from each 
point along a transmitting line source at each point along the 
receiver, and finally sunming over the receiver. This can be 
written as 
6 
7 
ejkr
E ( t) = J J J -- de dx dy 
X Y e v'r 
or, 
(2) 
E(t) = J J JE(X,Y) de dx dy 
X y e 
where xis the axis of the source electrode and y is the axis of the 
receiver electrode. Both axes are parallel. The electrode spacing 
will determine the time at which energy is received. With equation 
(2), it is not necessary to reduce the receiving transducer to a 
single electrode, although this can be done if desired. 
In the following sections, the wave number will be developed 
based on anisotropic velocity profiles and the power flow angle, 
which is a result of the anisotropy. These will be incorported into 
equation (2), from which the diffraction models will be developed. 
Velocity Profile Generation 
In general, diffraction modelling needs to include the velocity 
profile versus propagation angle for anisotropic substrates. The 
anisotropy may have a "collimating" effect, as in the case of Y-cut, 
Z-propagating LiNb03 crystal (YZ-L iNb03), or there may be "beam 
walking" due to transducer misalignment with respect to the desired 
propagation axis. In either case, the assumption of an isotropic 
substrate is clearly invalid. 
The exact velocity profile, V(e) vs. e, can be approximated by 
an N term series given by 
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N 
V(e) = Vo r c., ei (3)i=O 
Where e is the propagation angle, the C.,Is are real coefficients and 
Vo is the propagating velocity at e = oo. The order of the 
equation, N, is determined by the desired accuracy in fitting the 
exact velocity profile. The values for the coefficients, Ci, are 
determined by using a least mean square error routine. The measured 
velocity data used for curve fitting is found in the Microwave­
Acoustics Handbook (Slobodnik, Delmonico and Conway 1974). A 
Gaussian elimination routine yields the final coefficients. 
Sixteenth-order po lynomi a1s were chosen (N=16) , although any 
order equation could be easily implemented. For even function 
velocity profiles, all odd terms in the series are zeroed. By using 
the full 180° field, accuracy is maintained in the near field for 
large angles. Table 1 gives a list of generated coefficients for 
some conman piezoelectric substrates. Figure 2 shows a comparison 
between measured and curve fit data for N=16 for Quartz and 
YZ-LiNb03. 
Once the velocity profile equation is generated for a given 
substrate, it can be used to obtain the exact velocity in any 
required direction in the diffraction model analysis. This reduces 
time and increases accuracy over a look-up table approach. The 
velocity profile equations are used in the following sections in 
describing the diffraction models. 
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TABLE 1 
16TH-ORDER VELOCITY PROFILE COEFFICIENTS 
(for e in degrees) 
c. 
1 
; 
QuartzYZ-LiNb03 
.9999026610890238.99798322962568720 
0.00000000000000000.00000000000000001 
-7.3337920244101469E-05 1.0293699529679510E-042 
3 0.0000000000000000 0.0000000000000000 
1.1267283115849698E-074 -5.0482361277548464E-08 
5 0.0000000000000000 0.0000000000000000 
-3.~125605819365015E-126 -6.9861867725651734E-11 
0.00000000000000000.00000000000000007 
1.2435984063740720E-142.5443152713267262E-148 
9 0.0000000000000000 0.0000000000000000 
10 -5.5933847885682305E-18 -4.5406908454939439E-18 
0.0000000000000000 0.000000000000000011 
7.4937787722105457E-227.2274664448816033E-2212 
0.0000000000000000 0.000000000000000013 
-6.0255305832713827E-26-5.0369593016792729E-2614 
0.0000000000000000 0.000000000000000015 
1.4582467629802994E-30 1.9152055671858031E-3016 
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Figure 2. Velocity profiles - theoretical and curve fit. 
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Wave Number Derivation 
In order to accurately model diffraction, the wave number (k) 
must include accurate velocity profiles and power flow angles, where 
both velocity and power flow are functions of e. The equation used 
for velocity profiles was shown previously in equation (3) as 
N 
v(e) = Vo L C. ei 
. 0 11= 
In order to show the development of the power flow angle, some 
terms must be defined. 
1. Direction of phase propagation: the direction normal to 
the wavefront. 
2. Direction of energy propagation: the direction in which 
the wave packet, as a whole, travels. 
-+ 
3. Slowness surface: the polar plot of k(0) versus e. 
The power fl ow ang 1e is the ang 1e between the norma1 to an 
isotropic s1owness surface and that of the anisotropic s1owness 
surface, as illustrated in Figure 3, where both are evaluated at X 
(Streibl 1984). It is expressed as 
(4)¢ = tan-l ((1/V(8)(dV(8)/d8))) 
Although e is the direction of phase propagation, the direction of 
energy propagation is e - ¢. Since this direction is not quite 
perpendicular to the wavefront, the effective wave number in this 
12 
\ 
\ Anisotropic y 
\ 
' 
' 
'--- \ 
Isotropic 
') 
k(e+~e) 
I 
I 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
-+ 
Kp 
-+ 
Figure 3. Geometric derivation of the power flow angle(¢). 
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direction will be slightly different, and is determined by the 
relation 
-+ -+ke = kp cos¢ (5) 
-+ 
where ke refers to the wave number in the direction of energy flow, 
-+ 
kp is the wave number normal to the wavefront (see Figure 3) 
(Streibl 1984). The diffraction integral is evaluated at the point 
-+ 
of energy arrival, so ke is the value of the wave number used in 
the integral. 
The wave number can now be synthesized using the velocity and 
power flow expressions. Using 
k = w/v (6) 
and substituting for (v), the expression becomes 
w N -1 
k = - E C. ei ( 7) Vo i =O , 
In the diffraction model, the impulse response is evaluated at 
center frequency (w = 2TTf ) because sinusoidal crystal deformation0 0 
is assumed. Therefore, 
14 
N -1;
r C. ek = k0 
. 0 l (8),= 
where k = w /V •0 0 0 
Since the actual direction of energy propagation is not exactly 
perpendicular to the wavefront, the actual wave number will be 
slightly scaled from the wave number evaluated along the original 
propagation axis, as shown in equation (5). Therefore, the final 
wave number is written as: 
-1N 
ke = cos¢ rk0 (9)i=O 
Final Anisotropic Wave Equation 
The wave equation for a point source in two-dimensional, 
anisotropic media is found in equation (1), and can now be expanded 
using equation (9) to the form: 
_ 2n N · -1 
ke - r- cos cp L c. e1 (10)1o i=O 
where A is defined in terms of the device center frequency and 
0 
the acoustic velocity as 
A 
0 
= V/f ( 11) 0 
(12) 
15 
and ¢ is a function of 8. The radial distance, r, is evaluated 
between points X and Y, where Y is the point that would receive the 
energy if no power flow occurred. If r is the wavelength-scaled 
"' equivalent of r, where 
(13) 
then, combining equations (10) and (13) with equation 
(1) yields: 
N 
-1 "' 
ei{j ~TT COS ¢ E c. r·A}00 i=O l 
exe (14)E{X,Y) = 
r-:-
r·A
·o 
or 
N 
-1"'e;{j 2TT COS ¢ E c. r} 
i=O l 
eXQ (15)E(X,Y) = 
~ 0 
Where A , in the denominator of equation (15), is a constant which 
0 
scales points equally; therefore A can be eliminated without any
O 
loss of accuracy. This leads to the final working form of E(t) 
that will be used in diffraction modelling given by: 
N -1"'
e;E c. r }{j 2TT COS (16)i=O l 
E(t) = f f f exg de dx dy 
X y 8 ;;: 
CHAPTER III 
SUB-ELEMENT METHOD 
As the name implies, this particular method divides the 
transmitting finger into appropriately small sub-elements as the 
means of evaluating the integral for E(t) shown in equation (16). 
The approximations that will be made will require a relatively small 
sub-element size in order to maintain accuracy in evaluating the 
integral. However, the approximations are necessary in order to 
transform the i n t e gr a 1 i n to the f i n a 1 form whi ch can be read il y 
evaluated. The flow chart in Figure 4 illustrates the means by 
which E(t) is evaluated. This evaluation is as follows: 
1. Choose a sub-element of the transmitting finger. 
2. Choose a point P along the receiver. 
3. Evaluate the Fresnel Integral over the sub-element at the 
point P. This integral is referred to as E(P), where: 
E(P) = f E(X,Y) dx (17) 
X 
4. Superimpose the energy due to all sub-elements at the point 
P to find the total E(P). 
5. Sum over the energy at all points P to obtain E(t). 
16 
17 
FINGER RU'13ER 
i • 0 
i = i + 1 
yes 
no 
FIELD POINT NU'13ER 
j = 0 
yes 
SUB-ELEMENT NUl-l!ER 
k = 0 
yes 
EVALUATE TIME RESPONSE 
E ( t.n ) • I: I: f j kr 
j k Xn _e- dx 
fi.. 
Figure 4. Sub-element diffraction model flow diagram. 
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Approximations 
Some approximations are necessary in order to get the 
diffraction integral into the Fresnel Integral form. The 
approximations will be introduced first so the integral can be 
clearly developed without interruption. In order to visualize the 
impact of these approximations, Figure 5 can be used as a reference. 
The approximations are as follows: 
(r) in the Denominator 
The radial distance from the transmitting tap to the point Pis 
considered constant over a sub-element, where 
r = ./x2 + z2 (18) 
Z is constant for a transmitting finger and X is measured from the 
sub-element center to P. If the sub-element length is equal to two 
wavelengths, X is equal to 50 wavelengths and Z is equal to 50 
wavelengths, this approximation has introduced an error of 1. 0%. 
The sub-element length can be externally selected to obtain the 
desired accuracy. The response has been experimentally found to 
converge for sub-element lengths of a half wavelength or less. 
(r) in the Phase Term 
Using a Taylor series expansion, the equation for (r) can be 
expanded into a sumnation. This will facilitate resolving the 
exponential into a product of exponential terms and allow separation 
X 
1---
19 
p 
z 
e = arctan (f) 
R = ./x2 + 22 
(evaluated at sub-element center, as shown) 
Figure 5. Physical representation of the sub-element approach; 
shown for a single sub-element to a single point P. 
X 
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of x-dependent terms from constant, or approximately constant, 
terms. 
A different approximation for ( r) is needed because phase is 
more sensitive to variation than amplitude. Keeping the first two 
terms of the Taylor series expansion, the new expression for (r) 
becomes 
r = Z + (x2 /22) ( 19) 
A value of 25 wavelengths for X and 75 wavelengths for Z will 
introduce an error of O.14% using the above approximation. 
Considering stationary phase arguments, the actual error m~y be much 
less. 
Wave Number k(e) 
Using a small sub-element, the angles between each point source 
along the sub-element and the receiving point P are essentially 
equal. The function k(e) is typically a slowly varying function of 
e, so this assumption will have a very small effect on the results. 
The actual error would depend on the substrate used along with other 
variables. Now the exponential term which is not a function of x 
can be taken outside the integral. 
21 
Variations from Streibl's Work 
Sub-Element Length 
Streibl broke the transmitting fingers down into two wavelength 
sub-elements or less, where the two wavelength values were fixed 
parameters. After several iterations of a selected input file where 
the maximum allowable sub-element length was varied (a 50 wavelength 
aperture was used with 100 wavelength center-to-center delay), one­
half wavelength maximum sub-elements was the value at which the 
frequency response, after diffraction, converged. 
Velocity Approximation 
In her derivations, Streibl begins with the original equation 
for velocity as 
N ei 
v(e) = V0 1: C-
. 0 1,= 
This is later replaced with the approximation 
Vo 
V ( e) = ----r:N~--
1 - 1: C. ei 
1i=l 
which is used in the final diffraction model. This new expression 
was not found to have any advantage (i.e., computation time or 
mathematical simplicity) so the original equation was chosen for the 
slight gain in accuracy. 
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Wave Equation 
The equation used in Streib l Is thesis was that for a point 
source radiating in three dimensions. Since a SAW is, for the most 
part, limited to two dimensions, the correct equation is actually 
E(X,Y) = exp(jkr)//r 
as given in equation (1). 
Radial Distance Approximation 
In the spherical wave equation, Streibl used the approximation 
that r = Z in the denominator, where Z is the distance along the 
propagation axis (0 = o0 ) between the transmitting finger of 
interest and the center of the receiving transducer. This 
approximation breaks down in near field where Z approaches X, where 
Xis the distance from the center of the transmitting sub-element to 
the point P. To increase accuracy in near field (and also far field 
as a result), r is approximated to be constant over a sub-element 
(so it can be outside the integral, as before) and is evaluated 
according to equation (18). 
Velocity Coefficients 
The velocity coefficients used in Streibl's thesis were 
generated from velocity data from -30 to +30 degrees over the 
profile for YZ-LiNb03. Theoretical velocity profile data for 
YZ-L i Nbo3 is found in the Microwave Acoustic Handbook from -90 to 
23 
+90 degrees. New coefficients were generated from this which model 
the profile almost exactly over the full range, where Streibl's 
equation was inaccurate by well over an order of magnitude once out 
of the specified range. This generated severe power flow problems 
in near field. 
Integral Transformation 
Once a11 the approximations have been applied, the integral is 
in the final form and the only remaining task is to transform it to 
the Fresnel integral form. Currently, the integral for one sub­
element, generated by combining equations (15) and (17) and applying 
approximations of equations (18) and (19), is: 
E ( P ) = ( A/ Ir) exp ( - j k e Z) f exp ( -.i k e (X2/ 2 Z) ) d x 
X 
or 
E(P) = K 1 exp(-j ke (X2/2Z)) dx ( 20) 
X 
since the integral coefficient is (approximately) constant with 
respect to x. Using SL to represent the length of a sub-element and 
X as the x-position of the sub-element center, the upper and lower 
limits for the integral are: 
x+ = X + (SL/2) {upper limit) ( 21 a) 
x- = X - (SL/2) ( 1 owe r 1i mi t) (21b) 
For simplicity in notation, the following substitution is made: 
24 
N 
y = I: C. ei 
1 (22)i=O 
In order to transform Equation (20) to the Fresnel Integral form, 
the x-dependent phase term is replaced with a dumny variable (t): 
(23) 
where 
dx = 1 cos-n-·1½ dt (24)i2TTt I 
y_ z 
Combining equations (20), (23) and (24), the transformed integral 
becomes 
t+ ( . )
E(P) =CK f exp -Jt dt (25)
t- i2TTt 
where the constant C, due to the transformation, is 
(26) 
If equation (25) is divided into two separate integrals, where the 
limits of each integral are from O (zero) to some constant, the same 
routine can be used to solve each integral • The final form of 
equation (20) would then become 
CHAPTER IV 
DOUBLE INTEGRAL REDUCTION METHOD 
The double integral reduct ion uses the fact that the axes of 
integration (transmitter and receiver) are parallel. The "double 
integral II refers first to the integral over all the transmitted 
energy in every direction to each point on the receiver, then to the 
integration over the energy received (the sum of the energy at each 
point along receiver). The flowchart in Figure 6 illustrates how 
E(tn) is evaluated using double integral reduction. In words, the 
evaluation of E(tn) is accomplished as follows: 
1. Choose an angle, e. 
2. Evaluate the complex energy from a point on the transmitter 
to a point at the receiver at some angle e using equation (15). 
3. Integrate over the limits of y ( determined by r, e, and 
xn) the energy received due to all point pairs between x and y that 
are related by the same angle e and, consequently, the same radial 
distance r. 
4. Iterate e, go to step 1. 
5. Sum the energy over all e at the receiver for E(tn). 
Figure 7 illustrates the equivalent point pairs (all related by 
the same angle 0). In the integration over the energy received for 
a single transmitting angle, it is significant to point out that the 
wave equation (equation 15) will be a constant over the integral. 
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EVALUATE TIME RESPONSE jkr 
E( tn) • r _e- l f dx dy 
j Ir y xn 
Figure 6. Double integral reduction diffraction model flow diagram. 
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This allows E(x,y) to be taken as the coefficient of equation (16), 
which only leaves the evaluation of 
J J dx dy (30)y X 
The integral over x is equal to the length of the transmitting 
finger, independent of e. The i ntegra 1 over y represents the 
percentage of transmitted energy that is received, and is a function 
of e. Referring to Figure 8, ·the percentage of received energy is 
determined by comparing ymax and ymin to the receiver 1imits. To 
ir:tcorporate power fl ow, the 1imits of the i ntegra 1 are defined in 
terms of e - ¢ instead of e. The f i na1 form of the diffraction 
integral is 
jkrm 
e (31)E ( t) = L J J dx dy 
i=l rr yi X 
or 
-1 
ej2TT cos¢ [ ~ c. ei J r 
m 1 ymax( i)i=O J J dX dy (32)E(t) = I: 
i=l /r ymi n ( i) X 
Due to the fact that e is constant over a given integral, E(x,y), 
will be constant (see equation 15) and, as a result, rand¢ will be 
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Figure 8. Representation of integral limits used in double integral 
reduction. 
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constant due to parallel axes. This allows E(t) to be evaluated 
with no approximations made for equation (15), the anisotropic wave 
equation for a point source. 
CHAPTER V 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Comparisons between the two diffraction mode 1 s wi 11 be 
presented here, as we 11 as genera 1 observations about diffraction 
effects. Sample results are shown along with the pertinent 
parameters. Some results are shown for only the double integral 
reduction approach due to the excessive run time required. 
Referring back to the development of both diffraction models, 
from figures 4 and 8 it can be irnnediately observed that the sub­
element approach consists of one more loop than the double integral 
approach. Actually, when considering the Fresnel Integral 
evaluation, there are two more loops. The relative speed of the two 
approaches depends on the number of iterations of each loop, so a 
typical example will be considered. 
Consider a device with an aperture of 40 wavelengths, where the 
average tap size is 15 wavelengths and the number of taps = 100. 
For the sub-element approach, the responses have been found to 
converge with 100 field points (P) along the receiver and half­
wavelength sub-elements. For the double integral reduction 
approach, O.1 degree increments in e are used, and let the average 
maximum deviation in e between transmitter and receiver (see Figure 
7) equal 30 degrees. For the sub-element approach this amounts. to 
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(15/.5} x 100 x 100 = 3E+5 loops. For the double integral reduction 
approach, the number of iterations will amount to (30/.1} x 100 = 
3E+4, an order of magnitude lower. Larger angle increments have 
yielded useful results, although the optimum increment has not yet 
been found, and the actual deviation can be significantly less, 
depending on the device separation (30 degrees was a fairly generous 
number} so the double integral reduction approach may have an 
advantage of up to 2 orders of magnitude over the sub-element 
approach. 
With all parameters held constant, the two routines were timed 
from when the last parameter was entered until the time execution 
was completed. The sub-element approach took 28 minutes to 
complete execution, where the double integral reduction approach 
took 7 seconds. This represents a factor of approximately 200 (the 
VAX 11/750 was the medium}. 
Comparing the two models on the basis of their modelling 
accuracy, it has been shown that both approaches can be very 
accurate (depending on the sub-element length for the sub-element 
approach, of course). However, the double integral reduction 
approach required no approximations to the wave equation since it 
was taken outside the integrals, so it would be the more accurate of 
the two, limited only by the accuracy of the velocity curve fit. 
Further, more specific, comparisons will be made in the 
following sections where more specific aspects of diffraction 
effects are discussed. For reference, all the parameters that will 
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be varied are listed below along with their meaning. Each 
parameter, from now on, wi 11 be referenced by its name {"variable 
name") , as defined in Tab1e 2. A11 the figures in the following 
sections are normalized, and all the frequency plots are over a 
range from O to -90 dB. "DIR" in some figure labels refers to 
11 SE 11"Double Integral Reduction," and refers to "Sub-Elements." 
Of these variables, there are some that will be held constant 
throughout all the data generation. These are: 
NP = 100 points
SUB= 0.5 wavelengths 
ANG= 0.1 degrees 
SUBSTRATE= YZ-LiNb03 
Correlation in Time and Frequency 
The two diffraction models are compared in time and frequency 
two different ways. First, the time responses for each are 
generated evaluating diffraction effects at a single receiver 
electrode, then convolved with the ideal receiver time response. 
Second, the convo1ved time responses are ev a1uated { i . e., 
diffraction effects are evaluated at each positive receiver tap). 
Both responses are compared in time and frequency. Typically, the 
convolved time response is not evaluated with the sub-element 
approach due to the excessive run time required, but for comparison 
purposes it was appropriate to take the extra time. The results 
will be compared to ideal results, where the ideal results will not 
include any second-order effects. Time and frequency plots are 
shown in figures 9 and 10 {convolved time responses are not shown). 
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TABLE 2 
VARIABLE DEFINITIONS 
VARIABLE NAME 
APl 
AP2 
DELAY 
NP 
OFF 
SUB 
ANG 
STRUC 
FR(n) 
SUBSTRATE 
INTERPRETATION 
Aperture of apodized transducer 
Aperture of unapodized transducer 
Center-to-center distance between 
transducers 
Number of field points (P) at receiver 
Angle of misalignment (degrees) WRT 
o0pure mode axis ( e = on 
crystal) 
Maximum sub-element size (wavelengths) 
Angle increment (degrees) 
Structure type - determines tap 
locations (see Figure 16) 
nth continuous wave frequency chosen 
for a continuous wave profile
--expressed as f(n)/fo, where 
fo is the device center frequency 
SAW device substrate 
where: APl, AP2 and DELAY will all be in terms of the device 
center frequency wavelength, as defined in equation (11) 
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The variables for these plots are: APl = 70, AP2 = 100, Delay = 
200, and OFF= o0 • 
The distortion in amplitude is due to different relative 
amounts of the transmitted energy received for the different size 
apertures at different separation distances. The phase responses 
(shown i n t i me i n F i g u re 9 ) represent a re1at i v e de1a y of the 
diffraction-affected tap. The delay represents an average delay of 
the energy arriving at the receiver, based on the phase of the 
received wave. One drawback of this method of evaluation is that 
the phase is only discernible between o and 21r, since the energy is 
evaluated as a complex value at the receiver. Therefore, if the 
energy takes exactly 2 cycles longer to arrive at one point along 
the receiver than it does to arrive at some other point, the energy 
received at the two points is considered to have no relative delay. 
This is an important point for improved accuracy in diffraction 
modelling in future work. The significance of this can be seen when 
considering the magnitude and phase of the field profiles in figures 
11 through 14. 
From figures 9 and 10, it can be seen that the two models, 
although slightly different, correlate well. Both techniques show 
very little distortion when compared to the ideal response, which 
shows, within the limitations of the model, that diffraction is not 
always responsible for the significant degradation of the device 
response that is seen in measured data. However, this is a fairly 
diffraction-insensitive device. Diffraction effects for more varied 
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Horizontal Axes: location along receiver (100 wavelengths
wide) 
Vertical Axes: normalized amplitude of received energy 
Figure 11. Profiles for varied separation distances and 
apertures: sub-elements (see Table 3 for 
parameters). 
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situations are in a later section, so stronger conclusions will be 
held until then. 
Profiles for Varied Separation Distances and Apertures 
The profiles shown in this section are representations of the 
energy that arrives along the receiver due to the one transmitting 
aperture, including diffraction effects. The amount of curvature 
of the wavefront due to diffraction depends on the ratio of line 
length to the transmitting wavelength. For a large line length 
relative to the wave1 ength of the transmitted wave, the wavefront 
due to diffraction wil 1 remain c 1 ose to 1inear. However, as the 
line length grows small compared to the wavelength, the propagating 
wavefront approaches that of a point source. Hence, diffraction 
effects are more significant for relatively short sources. In a SAW 
device this distortion will be seen primarily in the phase of the 
response, since most of the energy will still be received. For 
1 arge sources in SAW devices, amp1itude di start ion occurs as a 
result of the receiving aperture not being large enough to receive 
the energy in the sidelobes of the diffraction pattern. 
As the separation di stance between transmitter and receiver 
changes, the transition from Fresnel diffraction to Fraunhofer 
diffraction (or vice versa) is seen. In the near field, 
there is fast ripple and sharp transitions (Fresnel), and in 
the far field there is the smoother, slowly varying function 
( Fraunhofer) ( Hecht and Zajac 1979). 
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Results are shown in figures 11 and 12 for the sub-element 
approach and figures 13 and 14 for the doub1e i ntegra 1 reduct ion 
approach. The parameters of each figure along with figure 
designations are listed in tables 3 and 4. There are some 
parameters he1d constant throughout the ca lcul at ions: APl = 100 
and OFF = o0 • These results show very good agreement between the 
two models and better illustrate the effects of diffraction. The 
"noisy" appearance of the Double Integral Reduction model profiles 
is due to the method of discretizing the energy. 
Misalignment 
Figure 2 shows velocity profiles where the velocity is lowest 
for small angles and increasing for larger angles. This 
characteristic causes the energy to tend to "collimate" towards the 
pure mode axis of the acoustic substrate, as mentioned earlier. 
The collimation effect is due to the fact that the sign of the power 
flow angle will be opposite that of the original direction of energy 
transmission. This is apparent when considering Figure 2 velocity 
profiles, and noticing that for positive e the derivative of V(e) is 
positive. This will lead to a negative value of ¢, using equation 
(4), such that the final direction of energy propagation e - ct> < e. 
This same effect of energy collimation towards the pure mode axis 
can also be shown for negative values of for the substrates shown. 
When a transducer is a1 igned perfectly with the o0 axis of the 
crystal this effect is not a problem. However, when the transducer 
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TABLE 3 
SUB-ELEMENT METHOD 
APl 
(Wave-
lengths) 
DELAY (WAVELENGTHS) 
50 100 200 500 
5 
10 
25 
50 
ls 
2s 
3s 
4s 
5s 
6s 
7s 
8s 
9s 
10s 
11s 
12s 
13s 
14s 
15s 
16s 
TABLE 4 
DOUBLE INTEGRAL REDUCTION METHOD 
AP2 
(Wave-
lengths) 
5 
10 
25 
50 
50 
ld 
2d 
3d 
4d 
DELAY (WAVELENGTHS) 
100 
5d 
6d 
7d 
8d 
200 
9d 
10d 
lld 
12d 
500 
13d 
14d 
15d 
16d 
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is mislaid (transmitter and receiver are assumed to be aligned with 
each other), the energy will tend to "drift away" from the receiver. 
For large angles of misalignment or large separation distances 
between transducers (relative to the transmitting wavelength) this 
problem becomes severe (Slobodnik 1976). 
Figures 15 and 16 illustrate the power flow effects of device 
misalignm~nt for various separation distances and misalignment 
angles by showing energy profiles, along the receiver, including 
diffraction effects. Tables 5 and 6 list the figure designations. 
APl and AP2 are held constant at 50 and 100 wavelengths, 
respectively. 
From figures 15 and 16, it can be seen that both models predict 
the more severe power flow for larger misalignment angles or longer 
separation distances, as expected. However, the amount of energy 
drift does not correlate between the two models. Neither the reason 
for the discrepancy nor which model is more correct has been 
determined. Both models use significantly different techniques for 
relocation of energy due to power flow. There is probably a 
software error which is unresolved at this time. 
Within the sub-element model, the energy is evaluated at a 
point and then relocated according to the amount of power flow. In 
the Double Integral Reduction model, the 1imits of the integral 
already incorporate power flow. This discrepancy is an important 
consideration for future work in this area. 
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Vertical Axes: normalized amplitude of received 
energy 
Horizontal Axes: location along receiver (100
wavelengths wide) 
Figure 15. Misalignment: sub-elements (see Table 
5 for figure parameters). 
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Vertical Axes: normalized amplitude of received 
energy 
Horizontal Axes: location along receiver (100
wavelengths wide) 
NOTE: In frame 15d, the main lobe of energy drifted 
completely off; the small ripple remaining 
was normalized and, therefore, appears large. 
Figure 16. Misalignment: double integral reduction (see Table 6 for figure parameters). 
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TABLE 5 
SUB-ELEMENT METHOD 
OFF 
DELAY (WAVELENGTHS) 
(degrees) 
100 200 500 
.5 ls 6s 11s 
1. 2s 7s 12s 
2. 3s 8s 13s 
5. 4s 9s 14s 
10. 5s 10s 15s 
TABLE 6 
DOUBLE INTEGRAL REDUCTION METHOD 
OFF 
(degrees) 
.5 
1. 
2. 
5. 
10. 
100 
ld 
2d 
3d 
4d 
5d 
DELAY (WAVELENGTHS) 
200 
6d 
7d 
8d 
9d 
10d 
500 
lld 
12d 
13d 
14d 
15d 
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Continuous Wave Profiles 
A continuous wave profile is the distribution of energy seen at 
the receiver when a continuous wave is applied to the transmitting, 
or apodized transducer. In other words, it is the sum of the 
energies transmitted by each transmitting overlap at each point 
along the receiver, where the excitation is no longer an impulse but 
a sinusoid of infinite duration at some selected frequency. In 
experimentally verifying diffraction models, CW profiles are very 
important since they can be directly measured on the crystal as a CW 
excitation is applied to the apodized transducer. It is 
expected that, for an excitation at the device center frequency or a 
harmonic of the center frequency, the amount of received energy 
would be maximum and in phase. For a frequency of excitation 
outside of the device passband, i.e., at the nu 11 s, the energy 
received, if any, will be out of phase such that it adds to zero, or 
close to zero. 
Table 7 l is ts a11 the frequencies for which CW profiles were 
generated. The CW profiles for these frequencies are shown in 
Figure 17. The first three frequencies are harmonics of the device 
center frequency (recall FR(n) = f(n) /(fo). The next two 
frequencies are nulls, and the last two are within the passband, 
f/fo = .96 closer to the passband peak than f/fo = 1.07. The values 
of the constants are: APl=lOO, AP2=50, DELAY=lOO, OFF=0°. 
The CW profiles generated by both models support the hypotheses 
in the previous discussion in that more energy in phase is received 
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TABLE 7 
CONTINUOUS WAVE PROFILES 
FR(n) 
1.000 
2.000 
3.000 
0.891 
1.100 
0.960 
1.070 
SE 
ls 
2s 
3s 
4s 
5s 
6s 
7s 
DIR 
ld 
2d 
3d 
4d 
5d 
6d 
7d 
SE= sub-elements 
DIR= double integral reduction 
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figure parameters). 
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at center frequency and its harmonics, where the main packets of the 
energy received at the nul 1 frequencies are roughly 180° out of 
phase with each other. Some discrepancies do exist in the genera 1 
shape of the profiles between the two models. A rather rough 
track-by-track analysis of the ideal device used (from Figure 10) 
supports the results from the sub-element diffraction model. Except 
for the basic differences in the models, no reason for the different 
shapes could be discerned. 
Structure Dependency of Diffraction Effects 
There are some structures that are col111lonly used for SAW 
devices mainly because they are considered il111lune to distortion of 
the time response due to diffraction. Some col111lonly used structures 
were modelled for a given device, all other parameters held 
constant, to see which structure might be more or less prone to be 
affected by diffraction. The structures considered are illustrated 
in Figure 18. The devices in Figure 18 are not intended to be the 
same, but only serve to illustrate the spacing of overlaps for the 
designated structure. This may not be conclusive since only one 
device is used in the comparison, but some useful information could 
be gained from this test. The ideal time and frequency responses of 
the devices considered are shown in Figure 19. The parameters are: 
Device #1: APl = 70, AP2 = 100, Delay= 200 
Device #2: Apl = 35, AP2 = 35, Delay= 70 
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Beam Centered Overlap 
(0 ~ slope ~ 1) 
• 
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Weighting (meandering ground) 
I.. I 
Beam Aligned Overlap 
Figure 18. Structure definitions (tap locations shown 
for each structure with varied devices). 
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The frequency plots of the diffraction-affected structures are shown 
in Figure 20. 
The two devices chosen were intended to represent the two 
extremes of diffraction-sensitivity. One (device #1) is very narrow 
with no time sidelobes and all relative large taps. Device #2, on 
the other hand, has along time duration and multiple sidelobes, with 
many small taps. The receiver for device #1 was slightly wider than 
the apodized transducer, which should also reduce diffraction 
sensitivity. The receiver for device #2 was a single tap receiver 
of equal width to the transmitting, or apodized, transducer. With 
these two devices as examples, the diffraction vs. structure 
responses should be fairly conclusive. 
Using the double-integrated reduction technique as the 
diffraction model, the responses appear to be closest to ideal with 
the beam-centered overlap with a slope, which is the structure 
typically used when diffraction-irrmunity is desired. The last three 
structures, generalized distance weighting, beam spread overlap and 
beam aligned overlap, all yield identical responses. In the 
responses for device #2, they are also very much degraded compared 
to the ideal. 
The equivalence is expected, since alignment to one side of the 
beam or the other would yield syrrmetric losses for any given 
transmitting finger (with no misalignment and a syrrmetric velocity 
profile) . A 1 so as expected, device #2 proved to be more 
diffraction-sensitive than device #1. 
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Figure 20. Structure type effects on diffraction 
responses. 
CHAPTER VI 
FUTURE WORK 
1. Consider time dispersion, due to diffraction, for each tap. 
All the transmitted energy will not arrive at one point in time, as 
assumed in the model. The phase term in the diffraction response 
represents the physical phase of the wave when it arrives at the 
receiver and is not a delay term. (Refer to "Results and 
Discussion" section, correlation in time and frequency). 
2. Incorporate metallization effects. Metal taps act as 
waveguides, and the reflections and velocity change will affect the 
diffraction profiles. 
3. Obtain measured velocity data for curve fitting, to be 
incorporated into the diffraction model. Data is especially needed 
for such corrmonly used crystal cuts as 128° LiNb03, ST-Quartz and 
AT-Quartz. 
4. Comparison of models to actual measured data needs to be 
included. 
co 
APPENDICES 
APPENDIX A 
COMPUTATION OF FRESNEL INTEGRALS 
Two approximations, one va 1 id for x between O and 4 and the 
other valid for x greater than 4, are listed here for Fresnel 
Integrals defined in the form (Streibl 1984; Boersma 1960}: 
X -jt 
f(x) = J ~ dt 
o /2Tit 
These approximations are the following: 
(1) 0 < X < 4 
-J·x;r i1 ( a + b ) I~, nf(x) = e -
. 4 n=O n n n1 
(2) X > 4 
f(x) = 1-j + e-jx i r11 )en+ dn) l-4xl nIT2 x n=O 
where the coefficients a(n}, b(n}, c(n} and d(n} are 1 isted in the 
following table. 
60 
6] 
a bn C d 
0 1.595769140 
1 -0.000001702 
2 -6.808568854 
3 -0.000576361 
4 6.920691902 
5 -0.016898657 
6 -3.050485660 
7 -0.075752419 
8 0.850663781 
9 -0.025639041 
10 -0.150230960 
11 0.034404779 
-0.000000033 
4.255387524 
-0.000092810 
-7.780020400 
-0.009520895 
5.075161298 
-0 .138341947 
-1.363729124 
-0. 403349276 
0.702222016 
-0.216195929 
0.019547031 
0.000000000 0.199471140 
-0.024933975 0.000000023 
0.000003936 -0.009351341 
0.005770956 0.000023006 
0.000689892 0.004851466 
-o. 009497136 0.001903218 
0. 011948809 -0.017122914 
-0.006748873 0.029064067 
0.000246420 -0.027928955 
0. 002102967 0.016497308 
-0.001217930 -0.005598515 
0.000233939 0.000838386 · 
APPENDIX B 
MODELLING ALGORITHMS 
c Program di! 
C 
C -----------------------------------------------------------------------
C 
c This program generates several types of files which include the 
c theoretical effects of diffraction in a SAH filter: 
C 
C (l) Time files for SAH devices which include the effects 
C of diffraction. 
C ( 2) Spatial energy distributions due to single transmitting 
C fingers. 
C (3) CW profiles at selected frequencies (including fo) 
C 
C -----------------------------------------------------------------------
C 
Implicit Real~B<a-h,o-z> 
real*4 tiael 
Complex~l6 pr<S0,500),ypro(S0l,S00> 
character str(5)~65,header~75 
C 
Common /file/ amp(501),phase(501),nfft,itype 
Colllllon /dat/ fo,tflo,tfhi,num 
common /rfile/ ramp(501>,rphase(501) 
common /rdat/ rfo,rtflo,rtfhi,mrnum 
Co!lllllon /sawl/ opt,beta,apl,ap2,delay 
Common /saw2/ smax,np,off,angstep 
Common /prof/ fnuml,freqCS0),pr 
Common /field/ ypro 
Common /flag/ flag6,flag7,filin 
Common /loc2/ v0,pi,il,char,alpha,delxp
Common /ma.tr/ xC17,17),yC17),cC17) 
collllllon /menu/ header,str 
common /profiles/ cho 
C 
flags• 1.0 !Ma.in program flag
flag6 • 0.0 !Program di! <SE) 
flag7 • 1.0 !Read in filenames from terminal 
C 
Do whileCflagS.eq.l.0> 
C 
header•' Enter the number of your choice' 
atr(l)• 'Diffraction Time Files Only ' 
str<2>• 'Diffraction Tiae Files and Field Profiles' 
atr<J>• 'Quit' 
C 
Call Henu<J,cho> 
C 
i!Ccho.eq.J)then 
flagS•0.0 
go to 20 
endif 
C 
c Select device aubstrate 
C 
Call Substrate 
C 
c Store coefficients, acale for 'theta' in radians 
C 
Call Storcoeff 
C 
63 
Header•' Do you want to evaluate diffraction using' 
str(ll • 'a single tap receiver, or' 
str(2) • ' a multitap unapodised transducer?' 
call aenu(2,recl 
C 
c If aultitap reciever used, read in receiver file 
if(rec.eq.2)call recset2 
C 
c Read in SAW array factor file, with structure already 
c defined in phase array 
C 
write(6,~)' Now reading in apodised transducer time file' 
Call Readin 
C 
c if single tap rec., extract rec. file from apodised transducer 
if(rec.eq.l>call recsetl 
C 
c Define tap positions in phase array 
Call Array 
C 
c Read in SAW parAJDeters not defined in SAW file 
Call Para.m 
C 
c Read in values for CH profiles 
Call CHpara.m 
C 
timel•secnds(0.0) 
C 
c Calculate diffraction effects 
Call Anisot 
C 
deltiae • secnds(timell 
C 
c Correct for phase due to time sidelobes, if any 
C 
wr1te(6,~)' Does the input file include time sidelobes? yin' 
read(S,l0llobes 
10 foraat(all 
C 
if(lobes.eq.'y'.or.lobes.eq.'Y')then 
Call Corr 
endif 
C 
c Normalize time file 
Call Norm 
C 
Hrite(6,~)' Now filing time domain clata' 
Call Hriteo 
C 
if(cho.eq.2)then 
C 
c File frequency dependent CH profiles 
Call Profile 
C 
c File energy diatribution at receiver due 
Call Field 
C 
endif 
C 
20 end do 
C 
write(6,~)' elapsed tiae•',deltime 
C 
atop
End 
C 
to individual fingers 
64 
Subroutine Anisot 
C 
c This routine aodels diffraction on anisotropic substrates. 
C 
Implicit real~B<a-h,o-z> 
Dimension a(50ll,xOC501),nsC501),sublC501) 
Complex~l6 f,fl,!2,c2,sum,tf(600) 
Complex~l6 prCS0,500),frenCS0,500),yproCSOl,500) 
C 
Common /sawl/ opt,beta,apl,ap2,delay
Common /saw2/ smax,np,off,angstep 
Common /prof/ fnuml,freqCSO>,pr 
Common /file/ amp(501),phase(501),n!ft,itype 
Common /dat/ fo,tflo,tfhi,num 
common /rfile/ rampC501),rphase(501) 
common /rdat/ rfo,rtflo,rtfhi,arnum 
Common /field/ ypro 
Common /locl/ top,bot,actual,f,fren,lmn,z,xxl 
Common /loc2/ vO,pi,il,char,alpha,delxp 
Common /ma.tr/ xC17,17),yC17),c(l7) 
character~l structype 
C 
c Define ParU1eters 
C 
pi • 3.141592653589793227 
rtd • 180.00/pi !radians to degrees 
C 
del • abs(tfhi-tflol/Cnum-1.00) 
delt = fo~del !wavelength-scaled tap spacing 
fs • 1 . 00/del !sampling frequency 
xk • fs/fo !sampling rate 
x! • Cnum-1)/2.000 !number of finger pairs 
rxf • (mrnum-ll/2.00dO lrec. # finger pairs 
C 
c distance between 1st fingers of each transducer, wavelength-scaled 
zO • delay - xf~delt - rx!~delt 
C 
top• ap2/2 . 00 tree. transducer limits in x 
bot• -ap2/2.00 
delxp • ap2/Cnp-ll !distance between points Pat receiver 
C 
Do 5 ij•l,np !initialize array for CH profiles 
Do 10 nfr•l,fnwal 
pr(nfr,ij) • dcmplx(0.00,0.00) 
fren<n!r,ij)• dcaplx(0.00,0.00) 
10 Continue 
Do 20 jk•l,nUll 
ypro(jk,ijl• dcaplx(0.00,0.00) linit. array for field prof. 
20 Continue 
5 Continue 
C 
c Calculate aublength and number of aubeleaenta for each finger 
C 
Do 1000 i•l,nUII 
C 
C Location of finger center NRT X•O 
xO<i> • apl~phase(i) 
phase(i)•O.O 
C 
&Ci> • apl~aap(i) 
flaa • 1 j -~o 
C 
Do while(flag.eq.l) 
j. j+l 
ns(i) • j !number of subelements for finger ti 
subl(i) • a(i)/j !length for finger #1 subelements 
if(sublCi).le.sma.x)flag • 0 
end do 
C 
1000 Continue 
C 
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nnWI • nUJ1+mrnum-l 
do 1020 m•l,nnum 
tfCal•dcmplxC0.0,0.0l linit. time file · 
1020 continue 
c; 
WriteC6,~l'. Diffraction modelling in progress for finger nwaber: ' 
C 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------------
C 
c Begin iterations - Loop #SO cycles once for each 
c receiving finger 
C 
L • CdfloatCmrnum>-1.0)/2.0 
C 
Do SO Ll•l,arnum 
C 
ifCraapCLl).gt.O.OdOlthen 
C 
c dist. froa rec. finger #Ll to transmitting finger #1 
zl • zO + (Ll-l)~delt 
C 
flagOl • O.OdO 
ifCLl.ge.~lflagOl•flagOl+l.OdO 
C 
c Loop 1100 cycles once for each transmitting finger 
C 
Do 100 11•1 ,num 
C 
If C&111pCil).gt.O.OODO) then 
vr1teC6,~>11 
C 
C dist. from transmitting finger #11 to rec. finger #Ll 
z • zl+(il-ll~delt
bleng • sul:>lCil)/2.00 lfor limits of integration 
C 
if(off.eq.O.OO)then 
npl • np 
else 
extra• d&bs(off)~3.00+d.elay/100. laccount for energy flow 
nexp • 1nt(extra/delxp) 
npl a np + nexp 
i!Cnpl.gt.SOO)npl•SOO 
endi! 
C 
BUii • dcaplxCO,O> lin1tializer 
c. 
de 199 j•l,np lre-init. field point values 
frenCl,j)•dcaplxCO.OdO,O.OdO> 
199 continue 
C 
C Loop 1200 cycles once for each field point Pat the receiver 
C 
Do 200 jl•l ,npl 
C 
xp • bot+Cjl-l)~delxp lposition of P vrt X•O 
if(off.gt.O.OO)xp • xp-nexp~delxp 
C 
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C Loop #300 cycles once for each subelement on a finger 
C 
Do 300 kl•l,ns(il) 
C 
C calculate 'xs', center of subelement wrt X•0 
XS • (a(il)/2.0d0)-subl(il)*(.S0+(kl-l)) + x0(il) 
:u: • xp-xs IX dist. between subelement ctr and P 
C 
C Angle 'theta' between subelement center and P with 
C respect to the pure aode axis of the substrate 
C 
theta0 • datan(xx/z) 
theta • thetao + off/rtd 
C 
C Include effects of anisotropy 
C 
g&IUl&•0.00 
dvel •0.00 
C 
do 310 kk •l,17 
if(kJc.eq.l)gaJlllla • g&IUl&+C(kk) 
if(kk.gt.l)gamma • guma+c(kk>*theta**(kk-1)
i!(kk.eq.2)dvel • dvel+c(kk) 
i!<kk.gt.2)dvel • dvel+c(kk>*<kk-l>*theta**(kk-2)
310 continue 
C 
vel • gamma !phase velocity of propagation
dvel • dvel/rtd !derivative of•• 
phi • datan(dvel/vel) !power flow angle 'PHI' 
char• dcos<phi)/gallllll& 
C 
C cal~ulate energy location, after power flow 
C 
alpha• theta0-phi !net angle of power flow 
xxl • z*dtan<alphal ldist. in X from subel. ctr. 
dxx • xx-xxl 
actual• xp-d.xx lact. loc. of energy HRT X=0 
r • dsqrt<z**2+xxl**2> !radial dist. from subele. to 'actual' 
C 
C 
C 
C This loop calculates frequency dependent values 
C for frequency dependent profiles 
C 
lan • 0 
Do whileClmn.lt.fnual) 
C 
lan•lan+l 
C 
xu • freqClan>*pi•charA((:u:l+bleng>~*2/z)
Call Fresnel(xu,fl) IFres. integral at upper limit 
C 
xl • freq(lan)ApiAcharA((xxl-bleng>**2/z) 
Call Fresnel(xl,f2) IFrea. integral at lower liait 
C 
lf(Cxxl+bleng).le.0.0O0) fl•-fl 
lfCC:u:l-bleng).le.0.0O0) f2•-f2 
C 
f • fl-f2 !Subtract F2 froa Fl to obtain Fres. integral 
C 
C Multiply F by constants in front of integral sign 
C 
cl• freq(lan)A2.00•pi•z•char
c2 • dcaplx(0.0O0,-cl) 
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f • (l.e-3)~f~CQ~xp(c2)~dsqrt(z/r~freq(lmn)~char) 
C 
if(actua.l.lt.top.a.nd.actua.l.gt.bot)Call Locate 
End do 
C 
C ----------------------------------------
C 
300 Continue 
C 
200 Continue 
C 
C Assign CW and single finger profiles 
C 
Do 500 j •l,np 
if(flagOl.eq.l.OdO)ypro{il,j) • fren<l,j) !field profiles
sum• aum+fren(l,j) lsum for time !unction 
do 600 n!r•l,!nWll 
pr{n!r,j) • pr(n!r,j)+fren(n!r,j) !CW profiles 
600 continue 
500 Continue 
C 
a•il+Ll-1 
tf(m)•tfCa)+sum !assign convolved time function values 
endif 
C 
100 continue 
C 
Endif 
C 
50 Continue 
C 
C ----------------------------------------------------------------------
C 
c Calculate aagnitude and phase of complex time array values 
c for filing 
C 
nu11 • nnua 
n!ft • num 
tflo • tflo+rtflo 
t!hi • tfhi+rtfhi 
C 
do 25 a•l,num 
ar • dreal(t!<m>> 
11 • dimag(tfCm>> 
&.111p(11) • dsqrt(sr~~2+s1~~2> 
if< si.eq. O> then 
phase<•> • 0.00 
else 
C 
C Partial correction for phase due to tap spacing included 
C 
c •patial correction term 
phase<•> • d&ta.n2(ai,ar)-d&cos(dcoa(<m-1>~2~pi/xk)) 
endif 
25 continue 
C 
Return 
End 
C 
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Subroutine Fresnel(zz,ff) 
C 
C This subroutine coaputes the Fresnel integral by 
C using a series expansion approxiaation 
C 
Implicit Real~B<a-h,o-z) 
Dimension aa(l2),bb<!~l,cc(l2),dd(l2> 
Coaplex~l6 p(l2),ff,g,sa 
C 
C The nuaerical values of the Fresnel coefficients 
C 
&&Cl) l.5957691400D+OO 
&&(2) • -l.7020000000D-06 
aa<3> • -6.8085688540D+OO 
&&(4) • -5.7636100000D-04 
aa<S> 6.9206919020D+OO 
aa(6) • -l.6898657000D-02 
&&(7) • -3.0504856600D+OO 
&&(8) • -7.5752419000D-02 
aa<9> 8.5066378100D-Ol 
&&(10) • -2.5639041000D-02 
aa(ll) • -l.5023096000D-Ol 
&&(12) . 3.4404779000D-02 
C 
bb(l) • -3.3000000000D-08 
bb(2) 4.2553875240D+OO 
bb(3) • -9.2810000000D-OS 
bb(4) • -7.7800204000D+OO 
bb<S> • -9.5208950000D-03 
bb(6) 5.0751612980D+OO 
bb(7) • -l.3834194700D-Ol 
bb<S> • -l.3637291240D+OO 
bb(9) • -4.0334927600D-Ol 
bb(lO) . 7.0222201600D-Ol 
bb(ll) • -2.1619592900D-Ol 
bb(l2) . l.9547031000D-02 
C 
cc<l> O.O~OOOOOOOD+OO 
ccC2> • -2.4933975000D-02 
cc(3) 3.9360000000D-06 
cc(4) 5.7709560000D-03 
cc<S> 6.8989200000D-04 
cc<6> • -9.4971360000D-03 
cc<7> l.1948809000D-02 
cc<B> • -6.7488730000D-03 
cc<9> 2.4642000000D-04 
cc(lO> . 2.1029670000D-03 
cc(lll • -l.2179300000D-03 
cc(l2) . 2,3393900000D-04 
C 
dd(l) l.99'17114000D-Ol 
dd(2) 2.3000000000D-08 
dd(3) • -9.3513410000D-03 
dd(4) 2.3006000000D-05 
dd(S) 4.8514660000D-03 
dd(6) l.9032180000D-03 
dd(7) • -1.7122914000D-02 
dd(S) . 2.9064067000D-02 
dd(9) • -2.7928955000D-02 
dd(lO) . l.6497308000D-02 
dd(ll) • -5.5985150000D-03 
dd(l2) . 8.3838600000D-04 
C 
n•l2 
y•u~aplx(l.OD0,-1.0D0) 
zz•da.bs(zz> 
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C 
c Limit 'zz' for overflow error 
C 
If(zz.le.l.D-32) zz•l.D-32 
lf(zz.ge.l.D+32l zz•l.D+32 
C 
c Check if liait 'zz' is greater than 4.0 
C 
If<zz.ge.4.0D0> go to 10 
C 
c Perfor. aeries expansion for Fresnel integral 
C 
sm • dcaplx<0.0O0,0.0D0) 
z4 • l. ODO 
C 
Do 100 i•l,n 
p(il•Cdcaplx<aa.(il,bb(illl*z4 
z4•(zz/4.0D0l*z4 
sa•sa+p(i) 
If<z4.le.l.D-20) go to 110 
100 Continue 
C 
110 ff• ••*(dsqrt<zz/4.0D0>l*dcmplx(dcos<zz),-dsin(zz>> 
Go to 20 
C 
c Fresnel integral for zz>4.0 
C 
10 •• • dcmplx(0.0D0,0.0O0) 
z4 • l. ODO 
C 
Do 200 j•l,n 
p(jl•Cdcmplx<cc(j),dd(j)l)*z4 
z4•(4.0O0/zz>•z4 
sm•sm+p( j > 
lf(z4.le.l.0-20) Go to 210 
200 Continue 
C 
210 ff• 1m•<dsqrt(4.0O0/zz>>•dcmplx(dcos<zz>,-dsin(zz))+q/2.0D0 
C 
20 Return 
End 
C 
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Subroutine Locate 
C 
Implicit Real•B (a-h,o-zl 
Complex•l6 frenCS0,500l,f,fl,f2,energy
Diaension xpl(300l 
C 
Common /prof/ fnWlll,freqCS0l,pr 
Coaaon /sawl/ opt,beta,apl,ap2,delay 
Common /saw2/ saax,np,off ,angstep 
Co11J1on /locl/ top,bot,actua.l,f,fren,lan,z,xxl 
Coaaon /loc2/ v0,pi,il,char,alpha,delxp 
C 
an •<Cactua.l-botl/ap2l•<np-l) + 1 
C 
Do 101 a• an,np 
C 
al• a-1 
xpl(all •bot+ al•delxp !lower point
xpl(al • xpl(al) + delxp !upper point 
C 
fla~9 • 0.00 
If(zpl(al).lt.actua.l.and.actua.l.lt.xpl(al)then 
C 
flag99 • 1.00 
C 
del • actua.1-xpl(al) 
ratio• del/delxp 
C 
fr• dreal(f) 
f1 • diaag <f) 
fa• dsqrt(fr••2 + !1••2> 
1f(f1.eq.0.00lthen 
fp • 0.00 
else 
fp • datan2Cfi,fr> 
endif 
C 
C aagnitude scaling using linear interpolation
energy• fa•<l-ratio) !lower point 
C 
C Phase scaling using k(theta) and delta r 
C 
k • 2•pi•freq(lmn>•char 
rl • dsqrt((xxl+del>•~2 +z••2> !lower point 
r • z/dcos(alphal !distance to actual point 
phil • fp + Crl-r>•k !phase at lower point in radians 
C 
frl • energy•dcos(phil)
fil • energy~dsin(phil) 
fl • dcmplx(frl,fil) lcoaplex energy at lower point 
C 
fr2 • fr - frl 
f12 • fi - fil 
!2 • dcmplx(fr2,fi2) !complex energy at upp~r point 
fren(lmn,ml) • fren(lmn,all+fl !lower 
fren(lan,ml • fren(lmn,ml +f2 !upper 
C 
Endif 
C 
if(flag99.eq.l.00)return 
C 
101 Continue 
C 
Return 
End 
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c Program dif2 
C 
C -----------------------------------------------------------------------
C 
c Thia progr&111 generates several types of files which include the 
c theoretical effects of diffraction in a SAH filter: 
C 
C (1) Time files for SAH devices which include the effects 
C of diffraction. 
C (2) Spatial energy distributions due to aingle transmitting 
C fingers. 
C (3) CW profiles at aelected frequencies (including fa) 
C 
C -----------------------------------------------------------------------
C 
Implicit Real•B<a-h,o-z> 
real~4 tiael,deltiae 
real~B fres 
Coaplex~l6 prCS0,500),ypro<SOl,500) 
character str(S)•6S,header~75 
C 
co-on /file/ &llp(501),phase(501),nfft,itype 
co-on /dat/ fo,tflo,tfhi,nUJ1 
co-on /rfile/ ramp(501),rph.ase(501) 
co-on /rdat/ rfo,rtflo,rtfhi,arnua 
co-on /sawl/ opt,beta,apl,ap2,delay
Co11J1on /aaw2/ aaax,np,off,angstep 
co-on /prof/ fnuml,freq(50),pr 
Co11J1on /field/ ypro
Co1DJDon /flag/ flag6,flag7,filin 
co-on /loc2/ vO,il,char,alpha 
co-on /aatr/ x<l7,17>,y<l7),c(l7> 
co-on /menu/ header,atr 
co-on /profiles/ cho 
C 
flags• 1.0 laain program flag 
flag6 • 1.0 !program dif2 <DIR) 
flag7 • 1.0 tread in filenames from terminal 
C 
Do while(flag5.eq.l.O) 
C 
header• ' Enter the nuaber of your choice' 
str(ll• 'Diffraction Time Files Only' 
atr(2)• 'Diffraction Time Files and Field Profiles' 
str(3>• 'Quit' 
C 
Call Menu(3,cho) 
C 
1f(cho.eq.3)then 
flag5•0.0 
go to 20 
endif 
C 
c Select device substrate 
C 
Call Substrate 
C 
c Store coefficients and scale for 'theta' in radians 
C 
Call Storcoeff 
C 
Header•' Do you want to evaluate diffraction using'
str(l)•' a single tap receiver, or' 
str(2l•' a multitap unapodised transducer?' 
C 
call aenu<2,rec) 
C 
c if aultitap receiver, read in receiver file 
if(rec.eq.2)call recset2 
C 
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c Read in SAW array factor file 
Write(6,A)' now entering apodized transducer time file' 
Call Readin 
C 
c if used, extract single-tap rec. fro• apodised transducer 
if<rec.eq.llcall recsetl 
C 
c Define structure in phase array 
Call Array 
C 
c Read in SAW parameters not defined in SAH file 
Call Par.. 
C 
c Read in value• for CW profiles 
Call CHparam 
C 
tiael•aecnds(0.00) 
C 
c Calculate diffraction effects 
Call Anisot2 
C 
deltiae • aecnds(tiaell 
C 
c Correct for phase due to tiae sidelobes, if any 
C 
vrite(6,A)' Does the input file include time sidelobes 7 yin' 
read(S,lO)lobes 
10 foraat(al) 
C 
if(lobes.eq.'y'.or.lobes.eq.'Y'lthen 
~all Corr 
endif 
C 
c Normalize time file 
Call Norm 
C 
Write(6,A)' Now filing time doma.in data' 
Call Hriteo 
C 
if(cho.eq.2lthen 
C 
c CH profiles generated at selected frequencies 
Call Profile 
C 
c File energy distribution at receiver due to individual fingers 
Call Field 
C 
endif 
C 
vrite<6,A)' elapsed time •',deltiae 
C 
20 end do 
stop 
End 
C 
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Subroutine Anisot2 
C 
c This routine aodels diffraction on anisotropic substrates 
c using a double integral reduction routine 
C 
Implicit real~B<a-h,o-z> 
Dimension x0(501),a(50l) 
Dimension theta(l801),alpha(l801),char(l80l) 
Complex*l6 c2,e,sum,ypro(501,500),tf(600),pr(S0,500)
character*l atructype 
C 
Collllon /aawl/ opt,beta,apl,ap2,delay 
Common /saw2/ S1114%,np,off,angstep 
C011J1on /file/ amp(SOl),phase(SOl),nfft,itype 
Common /dat/ fo,tflo,tfhi,nua 
common /rfile/ r&Jap(501),rphase(501) 
common /rda.t/ rfo,rtflo,rtfhi,arnua 
Common /field/ ypro 
Colllllon /ma.tr/ xC17,17),yC17),cC17) 
Co11J1on /prof/ fnual,freq(S0),pr 
C 
c Define Paraaeters 
C 
pi • 3.141592653589793227 
rtd • 180.00/pi lradians to degrees 
C 
top• ap2/2.00d0 lapatial limits of receiver 
bot• -ap2/2.00d0 
C 
c set up parameters for transmitting transducer 
C 
del • abs(tfhi-tflo)/(num-1.0dOl 
delt• fo~del !wavelength-scaled tap spacing 
fs • l.OdO/del lsampling frequency 
xk • fs/fo laampling rate 
xf • (num-1)/2.000 tnuml:>er of finger pairs 
rxf • <•rnum-1)/2.000 !(rec.) I finger pairs 
C 
c dist. between 1st fingers of each transducer, wavelength-scaled 
C 
zO • delay -xf~delt -rxf~delt 
C 
C -------------------------------------------------------------------C 
nang • l.OdO + 180.0dO/angstep !degrees 
dma..x • -1.0dO tinitializer for max. power flow 
angstepr• angstep/rtd !radians 
C 
c Calculate power flow for all values of theta <-90<theta<90) 
c and store alpha (with corresponding theta) in an array 
C 
do 1000 nn•l,nang 
theta(nn> • (nn-l)*angstepr - pi/2.0dO Iradians 
gamma•0.00 I initializer 
dvel •0.00 !initializer 
C 
do 1010 kk,.1,17 
if(kk.eq.l)gamma • gamma+c(kk> 
if(kk.gt.l)gamma • gamma+cCkk)~theta(nn)~~Ckk-1) 
if(kk.eq.2)dvel • dvel+c(kk) 
if(kk.gt.2ldvel • dvel+c(kk)~(kk-l)~theta(nn)~~(kk-2)
1010 continue 
C 
vel • gamma lph&se velocity of propagation 
dvel • dvel/rtd 
C 
phi • datan(dvel/vel> lpower flow angle (radians) 
char(nn) • dcos(phi)/gamma 
alph&Cnn> • theta(nn)-phi lnet angle of power flow (radians) 
delta• dabs(phi) 
if(delta.gt.dmax)dma.x•delta
1000 continue 
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C 
C ------------------------------------------------------------------
C 
c Initialize Arrays 
C 
nnua • nua+mrnua-1 
do 1020 ••l,nnum 
tf(ml•dcmplx(0,0) 
1020 continue 
C 
' do 1030 - • l,np
do 1040 a•l,nua 
ypro<•,->•dcmplx(0.00,0.00) 
1040 continue 
do 1050 m•l,fnual 
pr<m,-l•dcaplx<0.00,0.00) 
1050 continue 
1030 continue 
C 
C *AAAAAAAAAAA****************************A********************* 
C 
c loop 150 iterates once for each receiver finger 
C 
do SO kl•l,arnUJ1 
C 
if(raapCkll.gt.O.OdOlthen 
C 
c distance from rec. finger •kl to transmitting finger #l 
zl • zO + Ckl-ll*delt 
C 
k • Carnum-l)/2 
flag0l • O.OdO 
C 
ifCkl.ge.k)flag0l • flag0l + l.OdO 
C 
c Loop tl0O cycles once for each transmitting finger 
C 
Do 100 11•1,nUJI 
C 
xO(ill • apl*phase(ill !Location of finger ctr HRT X=O 
phase(il)•0.0 
C 
ifCampCill.qt.0.00D0>then 
C 
aCil) • apl*&J1p(ill !length of finger t 11 
C 
C dist. froa transmitting finger #11 to rec. finger #kl 
z • zl+Cil-ll*delt 
C 
C Calculate extreae values of theta for finger #11 to determine 
C IIAltimum necessary limits for loop 1200 (in radians) 
C 
thetama.x • dabs(datanCC(a(il)/2,0>-xOCill+top}/zl)+Coff/rtdl 
theta.min• -dabs(datan(((aCill/2.0l+xOCill-botl/zll+(off/rtdl 
C 
C from thetamax, theta.min, find counter values for loop #200 
C 
an• (theta.min-dmax+pi/2.0dO}/angstepr - l.OdO 
IIX • Cthetamax+dmax+pi/2.0dOl/angstepr + l.OdO 
C 
sum• dcmplx(O,Ol !initializer 
C 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C: 
C: 
C 
C 
C 
C: 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
400 
C 
300 
C: 
200 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
100 
C: 
C 
so 
C 
C 
Loop #200 cycles once for each transmitting angle 
Do 200 jl•mn,ax 
if(alpha(jl).qt.thetaaax.or.alpha(jl).lt.theta.minlgo to 200 
aolve for liaits of where energy arrives at receiver 
xl • xO(il) + a(il)/2.0dO +zAdtan(alpha(jl)-(off/rtd)) 
x2 • xl - a(il) 
aolve for aaount of energy transmitted at theta(jl) that 
arrives at receiver (scaled to transmitting finger length). 
also solve for ain & aa.x necessary liaits for loop •400. 
aaxp • <<xl-bot)/ap2)A(np-l)+l
ainp • ((x2-bot)/ap2)A(np-l)+l
if(ll&%p.gt.nplaa.xp•np 
if(xl.gt.toplthen 
frac • top - x2 
aaxp • np 
else 
1f(x2.lt.bot)then 
frac • xl - bot 
ainp • 1 
else 
frac • a(ill 
endif 
endif 
do 300 lmn•l,fnuml !CH Profiles 
r • z/dcos(alpha(jl)) !radial dist. along alpha 
cl• 2.00ApiArAchar(jl)AfreqClmn) 
c2 • dcmplx(O.ODO,-cl) 
e • (l.e-3)Afrac:Acdexp(c:2)/dsqrt(r) 
If(lmn.eq.ll sum• sum+ e 
do 400 lp•minp,aaxp !generate profiles along rec. 
fp • dfloat(lpl !point number 
fnp • dfloat(npl !number of field points 
xlp • ap2A((fp-l.Od0)/(fnp-l.Od0)-.50d0) 
if(xl.ge.xlp.and.xlp.ge.x2)then
If(lmn.eq.l.and.flagOl.eq.l.OdO)ypro(il,lp)sypro<il,lp)+e 
pr(lmn,lpl•pr(lmn,lpl+ e 
endif 
continue 
continue 
Continue 
calculate convolved time 
m • il+kl-1 
tf(m) • tf(ml+sum 
Endif 
Endif 
Continue 
endif 
Continue 
response, tf<m> 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
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C 
c calculate &lip, phase for convolved time function 
C 
nUJI • nnum 
nfft • num 
tflo • tflo+rtflo 
tfhi • tfhi+rtfhi 
C 
do 500 a•l,nUll 
ar • dreal(tf(m)) 
ai • diaag(tf(m)) 
uip(a) • dsqrt<ar~~2+si~~2) 
if< ai. eq. O)then 
phase<•> • 0.00 
else 
C 
c Partial correction for phase due to tap spacing included 
C 
c apatial correction ter. 
phase<•> • d&t&n2(s1,sr)-d&cos(dcos<<a-1>~2~p1/xk)) 
endif 
500 continue 
C 
Return 
End 
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Subroutine Substrate 
C 
c This subroutine reads the coefficients of the characteristic 
c 8th order polynomial for the selected substrate. 
C 
Implicit real*BCa-h,o-z) 
Common /loc2/ v0,pi,il,char,alpha,delxp 
Colllllon /file/ a.mp(50l),phase(50l),nfft,itype 
Common /dat/ fo,tflo,tfhi,num 
Collllllon /flag/ flag6,!lag7,filin
Common /matr/ x(l7,17),y(l7),c(l7) 
common /menu/ header,str 
C 
character strC5)*65,header*75 
character filin*20 
C 
flag7 •0.0 !filenames read in determined by subroutine 
C 
header• '** Select the device substrate' 
strCl)z •yz LiNb03' 
str<2>• 'YX Quartz' 
str(3)• 'para.belie' 
C 
call aenu<3,substr) 
if(substr.eq.l.0)filin • 'yzlinbo3.pro'
if(substr.eq.2.0)filin z 'yxquartz.pro' 
i!Csubstr.eq.3.0)filin • 'parabolic.pro' 
C 
Call Readin 
C 
flag7 • 1.0 !filenames read from terminal 
C 
Return 
End 
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yzlinbo3.pro 
itype• -1 
fo • 3.487762000E+03 
tflo • -0.900000000E+02 
tfhi • 0.900000000E+02 
mm • 17 
0.9979832296256872 
O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OO 
-7.3337920244101469E-05 
O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OO 
l.1267283115849698E-07 
O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OO 
-6.9861867725651734E-ll
o.ooooooooooooooooE+oo 
2.5443152713267262E-l4
o.ooooooooooooooooE+oo 
-5.5933847885682305E-18 
O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OO 
7.2274664448816033E-22 
O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OO 
-5.0369593016792729E-26 
O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OO 
l.4582467629802994E-30 
yxquartz.pro 
itype• -1 
!o 0.315932900E+04 
tflo • -0.900000000E+02 
tfhi • 0.900000000E+02 
num • 17 
0.9999026610890238 
o.ooooooooooooooooE+oo 
l.0293699529679510E-04
o.ooooooooooooooooE+oo 
-5.0482361277548464E-08 
o.ooooooooooooooooE+oo 
-3.4125605819365015E-12
o.ooooooooooooooooE+oo 
l.2435984063740720E-l4 
o.ooooooooooooooooE+oo 
-4.5406908454939439E-18 
o.ooooooooooooooooE+oo 
7.4937787722105457E-22 
o.ooooooooooooooooE+oo 
-6.0255305832713827E-26 
o.ooooooooooooooooE+oo 
l.9152055671858031E-30 
o.ooooooooooooooooE+oo 
O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OO 
o.ooooooooooooooooE+oo 
O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OO 
o.ooooooooooooooooE+oo 
o.ooooooooooooooooE+oo 
o.ooooooooooooooooE+oo 
o.ooooooooooooooooE+oo 
o.ooooooooooooooooE+oo
o.ooooooooooooooooE+oo 
O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OO
o.ooooooooooooooooE+oo
o.ooooooooooooooooE+oo 
O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OO 
o.ooooooooooooooooE+oo 
O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OO 
o.ooooooooooooooooE+oo 
O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OO 
o.ooooooooooooooooE+oo 
o.ooooooooooooooooE+oo 
o.ooooooooooooooooE+oo 
O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OO
o.ooooooooooooooooE+oo 
o.ooooooooooooooooE+oo 
O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OO 
o.ooooooooooooooooE+oo 
o.ooooooooooooooooE+oo 
o.ooooooooooooooooE+oo 
o.ooooooooooooooooE+oo 
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C 
Subroutine Storcoeff 
C 
implicit real~B(a-h,o-z) 
co11JDon /aa.tr/ z(l7,17),yC17>,cC17)
co11J1on /file/ amp(501),phaseC501),nfft,1type 
co-on /dat/ fo,tflo,tfhi,num 
C 
pi • 3.141592653589793227 
rtd • 180.0dO/pi 
C 
vO • fo 
cCl > • aapCl) 
C 
do 15 1•2,17 
c(i)•&11p(i)~rtd~~<i-l) 
15 continue 
C 
return 
end 
C 
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C 
Subroutine Recsetl 
C 
implicit real~8Ca-h,o-z> 
C 
Common /file/ amp(501),ph.ase(50l),nfft,1type 
Coiamon /dat/ fo,tflo,tfhi,num 
coiamon /rfile/ rampC501),rphase(501) 
common /rd.at/ rfo,rtflo,rtfhi,mrnum 
C 
rfo •fo 
rfs • Cnum-1.0)/abs(tfhi-tflo) 
rtflo • -1.00/rfs
rtfhi • 1.00/rfs 
arnum • 3 
ramp<l> • -1.00 
ramp(2) • 1.00 
ramp(3) • -1.00 
rph.ase(l) s 0.0 
rph.ase(2) • 0.0 
rphase(3) 0.0 
C 
return 
end 
Subroutine Recset2 
C 
implicit real~B(a-h,o-z) 
C 
Common /file/ amp(501),ph.ase(501),nfft,itype 
Common /dat/ fo,tflo,tfhi,num 
coamon /rfile/ ramp(SOl),rphaseCSOl) 
co11Don /rdat/ rfo,rtflo,rtfhi,mrnum 
C 
write(6,~)' now reading in unapodised transducer time file' 
call readin 
C 
rfo •fo 
rtfhi •tfhi 
rtflo •tflo 
arn\JJI •nUJD 
do i•l,mrnua 
r&ap(i)•a.ap(i) 
rph&seCi)•ph.ase(i) 
end do 
C 
return 
end 
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C 
Subroutine Para.m 
C 
Implicit real"'8(a-h,o-z> 
C 
Common /sawl/ opt,beta,apl,ap2,delay 
Colllllon /saw2/ sma.x,np,off,angstep 
Colllllon /dat/ fo,tflo,tfhi,nUJI 
common /flag/ flag6,flag7,filin 
c0J1J1on /aenu/ header,str 
common /profiles/ cho 
C 
character str(5)"'65,header"'75 
C 
c Read in SAH para.meters 
C 
flag• l 
C 
Do while(flag.eq.l) 
C 
Write(6,l) 
Read(5,10)ap2 
C 
Hrite(6,2) 
Read(5,10)apl 
C 
Wr1te(6,3> 
Read(5,10)delay 
C 
if(flag6.eq.O>Hrite(6,4) 
if(flag6.eq.O>Read(5,10)smax 
C 
if(flag6.eq . l)writeC6,5) 
if<flag6.eq.l>read(5,10)angstep 
C 
Write(6,6) 
Read(5,lO>off 
C 
1f(cho.eq.2)then 
Write(6,7) 
Read(5,10)p 
else 
if(flag6.eq.l.O)p•2.0 
if(flag6.eq.O.O)p•l00. 
endif 
C 
C 
Hr1te(6,"'>' 
WriteC6,"')' 
C 
Wr1te(6,32)ap2 
Hrite<6,33)apl 
Write< 6 ,3,4 )delay 
1f(flag6.eq.O.O>Wr1te(6,35)smax 
ldif <SE> 
ldif2 <DIR> 
ld1f2 CDIR> 
ldif CSE) 
i!Cflag6.eq.l.O)Wr1teC6,36)angstep 
Write<6,37)off 
if(cho.eq.2)Write{6,38)p 
C 
WriteC6,"')'
Wr1te<6,"')' If all of these values are correct, press <Return>. ' 
WriteC6,"')' Otherwiae, type <N> ' 
Read(5,20)err 
If(err.ne.'N'.and.err.ne.'n')flag•O 
C 
End do 
C 
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np•int(p) 
C 
C 
l foraat(2x,'Aperture of unapodized transducer <wavelength scaled)• ',$) 
2 foru.t<2x,'Aperture of apodized transducer <wavelength scaled) • ',$)
3 format(2x,'Delay between transducer centers (wavelength scaled) • ',$) 
4 !ormat(2x, ' Ha.x1mum subeleaent length (in wavelengths) • ',$> 
5 foru.t(2x,'Enter the angle increment (in degrees)', 
l l,2x,'(ca.nnot be less than .l degrees) :' ,$) 
6 format<2x, ' Enter the angle of device align11ent (in degrees> ', 
l /,2x,'(The pure aode a.xis is defined as zero degrees> :',$) 
7 for11&t(2x,'Enter the nWD.ber of points for diffraction', 
l l,2x,'prof1les (this nuaber cannot exceed 500) :' ,$> 
10 Format(Fl0.0) 
20 Foriu.t(A3> 
32 Foraat( ' Aperture of unapodized transducer• ',FB.3,' x La.ml:xia') 
33 Format(' Aperture of apodized transducer ',FB.3,' x La.ml:xia') 
34 Foraat(' Delay between transducer centers• ',F9.3,' x Lambda') 
35 Format(' Ha.ximua aubeleaent length• ',F6.3,' x Lambda') 
36 Format( ' Angle increment• ',F6.4,' degrees') 
37 Foraat(' Angle of transducer align11ent • ',F6.3,' degrees') 
38 Format( ' Number of points for profile• ',F5.0) 
C 
Return 
End 
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Subroutine CHparam 
C 
implicit realtlt8(a-h,o-z>
Common /prof/ fnuml,freq(50),pr 
Common /profiles/ cho 
C 
freq ( l) •l. 0000 
fnuml = 1.0 
C 
if(cho.eq.2) then 
C 
Hrite(6,35) 
Hr1te(6,36) 
WriteC6,37l 
C 
ReadCS,lO>fnum 
fm.111l•fm.m+l 
Hr1te{6,39lfo
Wr1te{6,*l' freq (ll /fo • 1.000 
C 
flag • l.00 
C 
If<fnuml.gt.l)then
Do whileCflag.eq.ll 
C 
Do 8 1•2,fnual 
WriteC6,40li 
Read(S,l0>freq(i) 
8 Continue 
C 
Write(6,t1t)' 
C 
Do 9 i•l,fnuml 
Write(6,38li,freq(i) 
9 Continue 
C 
Write(6,t1t)' 
Hrite(6,t1t)' If all of these values are 
Hrite(6,t1t)' Otherwise, type <N> ' 
Read(5,20)err2 
If<err2.ne.'N'.and.err2.ne. 'n')flag•O 
End do 
C 
Endif 
endif 
C 
Write{6,t1t)' 
C 
10 ForaatCFl0.0)
20 Foru.t<A3 > 
correct, press <Return>.' 
35 ForJDAt(' 
36 Fonaa.t{' 
37 For11&t('
38 Format(' 
39 For11&t(/,' 
40 For11&t(' 
C 
Return 
End 
Enter the NUMBER of CH profile desired {not'> 
including one at center frequency>. ') 
This number cannot be greater than 49 ',$) 
freq(',12,')/fo • ',Fl0.6)
fo • ',Fl2.6,' MHz',/) 
Enter the ratio of freq/fo for freq. # ',12,' ••> , ,$) 
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c array.for 
C 
c----------------------------------------------------------------
c 
C For aore information contact: Don C. Malocha 
C SUI M. Richie 
C Ben P. Abbott 
C 
C Date last revision : 04-07-86 
C 
C Collbatibility : SAH Compiler 
C 
c----------------------------------------------------------------
c 
c The routine Marray.for" generates the array factor of 
c an impulse response. This routine supports the following 
c apodization structures. 
C 
c be&11 spread overlap - every other tap is aligned to opposite 
c aides of the acoustic beam. 
c beam centered overlap with a slope - the overlap of tap is 
c centered along a line which aa.y be sloped across 
c the beam. 
c generalized distance weighting - the first half of the electrodes 
c are aligned to one side of the be&11 and the second half 
c are aligned to the other side of the be&111. 
c beam aligned overlap - all taps are aligned to one side of the 
C beam. 
C 
c This routine will output the 'tap' (not gap) array factor in 
c 'amp(A)' array. The 'pha.se(A)' array will contain the position 
c of each tap in the beam. 
C 
c The position of a tap in the be&11 is given by 
C 
c o.o • aiddle 
c -0.5 • bottoa 
C +0.5 • top 
C 
c----------------------------------------------------------------
c 
C 
subroutine array 
C 
implicit realAB(a-h,o-z) 
C 
real old&Jlp(SOl>,noraval
cha.racter~l adum 
character str(S)A65,header~75 
C 
co11J11on faenu/ header,str 
common /file/ &11pCSOl),pha.seCSOl>,n!ft,itype 
COJIJIOn /dat/ fo,tflo,tfhi,nUJI 
C 
header•' Choose an apodization structure' 
atr(l)• 'Be&111 Center Overlap' 
strC2)• 'Generlized Distance Neighting' 
atr(3)• 'Beam Spread Overlap' 
atr(4)• 'Beam Aligned Overlap' 
str<S>• 'structure already defined in phase array' 
call 11enu<S,choice) 
C 
ifCchoice.eq.S)return 
C 
nmin•-2 
nmaxs-1 
do i•l,nUJ11 
if (nmin.lt.0.0) then 
if Cabs(&111p(i)).gt.O.OdO> nmin•i 
end if 
end do 
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C 
do i•nWll,1,-1 
if (nmax.lt.0) then 
if (&bs(a.mp(i)).gt.O.OdO) ruu..x=i 
end if 
end do 
C 
do 1•1,nWII 
phase(i)=O.O 
end do 
C 
C 
c-------Bea.m Center Overlap with or without a slope 
C 
if (choice.eq.l) then 
write(6,20) 
20 for11&t(///,' Enter the apodization slope CO to l).',
l //,' SLOPE••>',$> 
read(S,1ic)slope 
C 
c keep this next part co11111ented out until the program can 
c handle negative overlaps 
C 
c do i•nain,naa.x 
c if CUlp(i).gt.0.0) then 
C if (amp(i+l).lt.0.0) Ulp(i)•Ulp(i)-&JDp(i+l) 
C end if 
c end do 
C 
do i•nain,naa.x 
if (&Ap(i).lt.0.0) aap(i)•O.O 
end do 
C 
&apa&X•O.O 
do i•l,nWI 
if Cabs(amp(i)).gt.abs(a.apJDAX)) a.11pu.x•&J11p(i) 
end do 
C 
do i•l,num 
..p<i>•amp(i)/ampu.x 
end do 
C 
do i•ruain,naax 
phase~i)•slopelic(i-rmin)/(ruu.x-nmin) - slope/2.0 
end do 
C 
end if 
C 
c-------Generalized Distance Weighting 
C 
if (choice.eq.2) then 
ruaid•Cnfft+l)/2 
do i•l,num 
if (amp(i).lt.0.0) amp(i)•O.O 
if (i.lt.nmid) then 
phaae(i)•&111p(i)/2.0 - 0.5 
else 
phase(i)•0.5 - ampCi)/2.0 
end if 
end do 
end if 
C 
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c-------beam spread overlap, aka. meandering ground. 
C . 
if (choice.eq.3) then 
k•l 
do i•l,num 
if (&111p(i).lt.O.O) amp(i)•O.O 
if (ampCi).gt.O.OdO) k•k~-1 
pha.se(i)•k~CampCi)/2.0 - 0.5) 
end do 
end if 
C 
c-------Beam aligned overlap, aligned to one side of the beam 
C 
100 if (choice.eq.4) then 
do 1•1,num 
1! Camp(i).lt.0.0) amp(i)•O.O 
phase(i)•amp(i)/2.0 - 0.5 
end do 
end if 
C 
return 
end 
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subroutine corr 
C 
implicit real*B<a-h,o-z) 
co11J1on/!ile/ aap(501),phase(501),nfft,1type 
co11J1on/da.t/ !o,t!lo,tfhi,num 
C 
pi • 3.141592654 
C 
count• 0 
aUll • 0.000 
C 
do 100 i•l,nWI 
do while(da.bs(phaae(i)).gt.pi) 
1!(phaae(1).lt.-p1)phase(i)•phase(1)+2*p1 
i!(phaae(i).gt. pi)phase(i)•phase<1>-2*pi 
end do 
100 continue 
C 
do 200 j•l,nWI 
if(a.mp(jJ.gt.O.OO)then 
count• count+ l.O 
aua • aua + pb.ase(j) 
endif 
200 continue 
C 
avg• aUJ1/count 
C 
do 300 k•l,num 
if(amp(k).gt.O.OO)then 
1f(phase(k) . lt.avg)phase(k)•phaae(k)+p1 
endif 
300 continue 
C 
return 
end 
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Subroutine Field 
C 
c This subroutine generates files which represent the theoretical 
c energy distribution at the center of the receiver due to a 
c single finger of the transmitting transducer. 
C 
Implicit real~B(a-h,o-z) 
Complex~l6 ypro(S0l,500) 
C 
Common /dat/ fo,tflo,tfhi,num 
Common /sawl/ opt,beta,apl,ap2,delay 
Common /saw2/ smax,np,off ,angstep 
Common /file/ amp(501),phase(501),n!ft,itype 
Common /field/ ypro
Common /scale/ J1AX 
C 
c Create selected field files 
C 
fo u.x 
tflo • -ap2/2.00 
tfhi • ap2/2.00 
nUJII np 
nfft • np 
C 
nfing • l 
Do while(n!ing.gt.0) 
C 
call eracrn 
C 
l Nrite(6,~)'
Nrite(6,~)' 
Hr1te(6,~)' 
NriteC6,A)' 
Write(6,A)' 
Write(6,A)' 
The field files generated are at center frequency'
' 
To file the field data at the center finger of ' 
the receiving IDT due to one transmitting finger, ' 
enter the transmitting finger nUJllber. If you' 
do not want to file field data, enter zero (0) ' 
ReadCS,lO)fing 
C 
If(fing.eq.0.O0>return 
C 
nfing • int(fing> 
c Reassign the array for field data 
C 
Do 2000 ip • l,np
yr• dreal(ypro(nfing,ip)) 
yi • di11&g(ypro(n!ing,ip)) 
aap(1p)•dsqrt(yr~~2+yi~~2) 
if (yi. eq. O> then 
phase(ip) • O.Od0 
else 
phaseCip) • datan2Cyi,yr) 
end1! 
2000 Continue 
C 
Call Nona 
C 
Hrite(6,~)' Now filing diffraction field data' 
HriteC6,~)· for transducer finger number ',nfing 
C 
Call Nriteo 
C 
1000 Continue 
C 
End do 
C 
10 Fonaat(Fl0.0) 
20 FormatCA3) 
30 For11&t(3x,I4) 
C 
Return 
End 
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Subroutine Profile 
C 
c This subroutine generates CW profiles in the X direction 
c for selected freqencies 
C 
Implicit Real~B<a-h,o-z> 
Complex~l6 pr<S0,500) 
C 
Coamon /prof/ fnuml,freq(SO),pr 
Common Id.at/ fo,tflo,tfhi,nUJI 
Co111J11on /sawl/ opt,beta,apl,ap2,delay
Co11111on /saw2/ smax,np,of!,angstep 
Comaon /file/ amp(50l),ph&ae(501),nfft,itype 
co-on /scale/ 11&% 
C 
c Reassign arrays to file profile data 
C 
to 11,UC 
tflo • -ap2/2.00 
tfbi • ap2/2.00 
nua • np 
nfft. np 
itype• -1 
C 
Do 1000 nf•l,fnual 
C 
Do 999 if •l,np 
prr • dreal(pr(nf,if)) 
pii • diaag(pr<nf,if)) 
aap(if)•dsqrt<prr~~2+pii~~2) 
if(pii.eq.O.OO)then 
ph&se(if)•0.00 
else 
phaae(if>•datan2(pii,prr> 
endi! 
999 Continue 
C 
Call Ilona 
C 
call erscrn 
C 
Hrite(6,l0)freq(nf) 
Call Hriteo 
1000 Continue 
C 
10 Foraa.t(/,' Now filing profile data for freq/to• ',Fl0.6) 
C 
Return 
End 
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subroutine menu(nopt,option) 
C 
implicit rea.li1t8 (a.-h,o-z) 
character str(Sli1t6S,headeri1t75 
common /menu/ hea.der,str 
C 
call erscrn 
C 
2 write(6,Slheader 
C 
Do ijk•l,nopt 
write(6,10lijk,str(ijkl 
end do 
C 
read(5,20loption 
i!Coption.lt.l.or.option.gt.noptlgo to 2 
C 
5 format(//////l,A75) 
10 
20 
format(6x,'(',il,'l',2x,A65) 
format( no. ol 
C 
call erscrn 
C 
return 
end 
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subroutine readin 
C 
C 
c definition z itype•-1 for time file, l for freq file 
C 
implicit real•S<A-H,O-Z> 
common/file/ Ulp(501),ph.ase(501),nfft,1type 
common/dat/ fo,tflo,tfhi,nwa 
common /flag/ flag6,flag7,f1lin 
character f1lin•20 
C 
C 
c terminal input 
C 
call erscrn 
C 
1f(flag7.eq.l)then 
write< 6, • > • « < SYSTD-t READ » >' 
write(6,•> ' ' 
100 write(6,l010) 
1010 format(x,'ENTER input file name ',$) 
read(S,1000,err•lO) filin 
1000 format(a20) 
if(filin.eq.' ') return 
endif 
C 
open(lO,file•filin,etatus='unknown' ,err•lO) 
goto 20 
10 write(6,•>' ' 
write(6,•) ·••• ERROR in file or filename""""""' 
write(6,•> ' ' 
goto 100 
C 
c read in file data 
C 
20 rewind ClO> 
read(l0,1902,err•lO,end•lO) itype 
read(l0,1901,err•lO,end•lO) fo 
read(l0,1901,err•lO,end=lO> tflo 
readCl0,1901,err=lO,end=lO) tfhi 
read<l0,1902,err•lO,end•lO) num 
C 
1901 format<x,6x,el7.9) 
1902 format(x,6x,14) 
C 
if(flag7.eq.l)then 
del•abs(tfhi-tflo)/(num-1) 
H.Jllp::rl/del 
xp•9999 
if(fo.eq.0) goto 123 
xp•l/ Cdel•fo) 
123 write(6,l005l filin 
if(itype.eq.-1) write(6,1003l fo,tflo,tfhi,del,samp,xp 
if(itype.eq.ll write(6,1004) fo,tflo,tfhi,del,samp 
1005 format(x,///,x,'File Parameters for ',alO,' :') 
1003 format(x,/,x,• TIME file Fo•',fl2.6,' MHz', 
2 /,' TL0s',fl2.6,' microsec', 
3 I,' THI•' ,fl2.6,' microsec', 
4 /,' DELTA T•',fl2.6,' microeec', 
5 I,' Fs•',!12.6,' MHz', 
6 I,' Fs/Fo•',!12.6) 
1004 format(x,l,x,'FREQ file - Error in input file - check filenUle') 
write(6,1006)
1006 for11atCx,//I) 
endif 
C 
nfft•num 
C 
nwao•num 
idex•O 
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C 
c this will deteraine correct position within file 
C 
nlo•nint(tflo/del)
nhi•nint(tfhi/del) 
C 
do 200 i•l,nfft 
&llP(i)•0.0 
200 phase(i)•O.O 
C 
do 300 i•l,nfft 
idex•idex+l 
if(idex.le.0) goto 300 
i!(idex.gt.nUJ10) goto 300 
read(l0,~,err•l0,end•l0) &Jlp(i),pha.se(i) 
300 continue 
C 
close (unit•l0> 
C 
return 
end 
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Subroutine Norm 
C 
c This subroutine normalizes the input array '&mp' 
C 
Implicit Real~B(a-h,o-z) 
Real~B max,abamp(501) 
Common/file/a.mp(501),pha.se(501),nfft,1type 
Common/dat/fo,tflo,tfhi,num 
Common/scale/max 
C 
max• dabs(ampCl)> 
C 
Do 100 i•l,num 
abamp(i)•da..bs(amp(i)) 
If(abamp(i).gt.max>max=aba.Dp(i) 
100 Continue 
C 
If(max.eq.0.00)then 
Write(6,10) 
Return 
Endif 
C 
Do 200 j•l,num 
amp(jl•amp(jl/aa.x 
200 Continue 
C 
Write<6,20)11AX 
C 
10 
20 
Format(/,' 
Format(/,' 
all values in array are 
Maximum• ',El7.9,/l 
zero , , I) 
C 
Return 
End 
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subroutine erscrn 
C 
vriteC6,l00> ch&r(27),ch&r(l2>
100 fonut(x,2al) 
C 
c delay for one second 
delay•0.0 
aec•secndaC0.0)
101 if(aecnda(sec).lt.delay) goto 101 
C 
return 
C 
end 
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C 
c 
C 
C 
C 
100 
1005 
1000 
C 
c 
C 
C 
13 
12 
1001 
C 
C 
11 
subroutine writeo 
itype•-1 for tiae file, l for freq file 
iaplicit realillS(a-h,o-z> 
c011J11on/file/ &lllpC501),phase(SOl),nfft,itype 
colllllon/da.t/ fo,tflo,tfhi,nlJJI 
character filouti1t20,answ,lrl 
write(6,1005) 
format(x,'ENTER output file . n&11e 
read(5,1000,err•l0) filout 
format(a20> 
if(filout.eq.' 
write(6,i1t)' ' 
write(6,i1t)' ' 
write(6,i1t) ' Array form:' 
'write(6,i1t)' 
write(6,i1t) ' 
write(6,i1t) ' 
write(6,ill) ' 
write(6,i1t) ' 
write(6,i1t) 
wr1te(6,ili) 
1 type•' , itype 
Fo•' ,fo 
tflo,tfhi•' ,tflo,tfhi 
nfft,num•' ,nfft,num 
C<ret> to abort]:••> ',$> 
') return 
determine if file already exists 
open<lO,file•filout,statuss'old' ,err•lll 
write<6,i1t)' 
write(6,i1t)'ERROR-HRITEO-FIALEX: file already exists' 
write < 6 , i1t > ' ' 
write(6,i1t)' OPTIONS: (Nlew name, enter new name' 
write(6,ili)' (C)ontinue and over-write file' 
writeC6,i1t)' ((return>> to abort'· 
writeC6,12)
format(x,' ••>',$) 
readCS,1001) answ 
for11at(a2> 
if Cansw.eq.' ') then 
return 
else if (answ.eq.'N'.or.answ.eq.'n'> 
goto 100 
else if Cansw.eq.'C'.or.answ.eq.'c')
close(lO,atatus•'delete') 
else 
write(6,i'i) ' 
write(6,ill) 'ERROR-HRITEO-INVALEN: 
write(6,ill) ' ' 
goto 13 
endif 
then 
then 
invalid entry, retry' 
open(lO,file•filout,atatua•'new',err•lO) 
goto 20 
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10 write(6,~)' ' 
write(6,~> ' ~~~ ERROR in file or filename~~~· 
write(6,~>' ' 
goto 100 
C: 
C: write out file data 
C 
20 
2001 
write<l0,2001) itype
fonaat(x,'itype s ',14) 
write<l0,2002> fo 
2002 forJ1At(x,'fo •' ,el7.9) 
write(l0,2003) tflo 
2003 forJ1At<x,'tflo •',el7.9> 
2004 
write(l0,2004) tfhi 
foraat(x,'tfhi •',el7.9) 
2005 
writeCl0,2005) 
fonaat<x,'nUJ1 
num 
•',14) 
C 
do 300 1•1,num 
write(lO,~) amp(i),phase(i) 
300 continue 
C 
close (10) 
C 
return 
C 
end 
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c program curve 
C 
c----------------------------------------------------------------------
c 
c 'Curve' has several functions: 
C 
c l. To generate a 16th crder equation for the velocity 
c profile of a given substrate from a set of points from 
c the velocity vs. theta curve. The equation is a 
c function of theta where theta is in degrees. 
C 
c 2. To generate points along the velocity vs. theta curve 
c given the 16th order equation coefficients. 
C 
c 3. To create the input files of velocity versus theta, where: 
C 
C a. The profile is assumed to be S}'llJletric about 0 degrees, 
C and only the data for the first 90 degrees needs to be 
C entered. 
C b. All velocity data is noraalized (by 'curve') to the zero 
C degree velocity v0, and v0 is stored in the value 'fo'. 
C c. The range of theta ia froa -90 to +90 degrees. 
C d. Scaled velocity data is stored in the 'aap' array, and 
C theta is stored in the 'pb&se' array. 
C 
c 4. To 'fix' files as necessary (routine aust be created as the 
c need arises). 
C 
c----------------------------------------------------------------------
c 
iaplicit real~S<a-h,o-z> 
character str<S>~65,header~75 
C 
co-on /aenu/ header,atr 
co-on/file/ aapCS0l),phaseCS0l),n!ft,itype 
co..on/dat/ fo,tflo,tfhi,nua 
co-on/11&tr/xCl7,17),y(l7),cCl7) 
co-on/flag/flag6,flag7,filin 
C 
header•' Does the input file' 
str(l)• 'already exist ' 
strC2)• 'need to be created, or' 
strC3>• 'need fixing? ' 
call aenu(3,anw> 
C 
C 
i!Canw.eq.l)then 
header•' Do you need to' 
str(l) • 'Generate coefficients from vel. vs. theta data, or' 
atrC2> • 'Generate vel.vs. theta data froa coefficients?' 
call aenu(2,anwl) 
C 
flag7 • 1 
call readin 
ifCanwl.eq.l)then 
call matrset 
call gauss 
writeC6,20) 
endif 
if(anwl.eq.2)then 
call genveldat 
write(6,l0) 
endif 
call writeo 
endif 
C 
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C 
1!Canw.eq.2)then 
header• 'Hill you be creating' 
str(l) = 'a velocity vs. theta file, or' 
str(2) • 'a coefficient file?' 
call menu(2,anw2) 
C 
if(anw2.eq.l)then 
call veldat 
wr1teC6,10) 
endif 
1f(anw2.eq.2)then 
call coeffdat 
wr1te(6,20) 
endif 
call writeo 
endif 
C 
C 
1f(anw.eq.3)then 
call readin 
call !ix 
call writeo 
endif 
C 
C 
10 fo~t<2x,' Now filing velocity data') 
20 fonu.tC2x,' Now filing coefficient data') 
C 
end 
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aubroutine veld.at 
C 
implicit real~8Ca-h,o-z) 
co11J1on/file/ aapC501),pha.se(501),nfft,1type 
coaJDon/d.a.t/ fo,tflo,tfhi,nua 
co-on/aa.tr/ x<l7,17),yC17),cC17) 
C 
character atr(5)~65,header~75 
C 
1type • -1 
nua • 181 
nfft• 181 
tflo• -90.00 
tfhi• 90.00 
C 
C 
c read in velocity data for filing 
C 
Do 100 1•1,91 !velocity values for -90 to O deg. are read in 
ph&se(i)• 1-91.000 
xi• 1-1 
Wr1teC6,40)x1
ReadC5,20)a.mp(1)
100 Continue 
C 
Do 200 j• 91,180 !assumed symmetric a.bout 90 degrees
ph&seCj)• j-90.00jj • 180-j 
amp< j > • a.mp( jj > 
200 Continue 
C 
flag • 1.0 
C 
do whileCflag.eq.l.O> 
Wr1te(6,~)' Are all values correct? Cy/n) ' 
Read(S,30lans 
C 
if(ans.eq.'n'.or.ans.eq.'N'lthen
vriteC6,~l ' Enter the value of theta where 
read(5,20)the 
C 
1• the+l 
j• nua-i 
C 
wr1te(6,40)the 
read(5,20laap<1> 
&llp Cj l •&lip C 1 > 
endif 
C 
if(ans.eq.'y'.or.ans.eq.'Y') flag• 0.0 
C 
enddo 
C 
fo • aap(91) !pure aode axis velocity vO 
C 
error exists ' 
do 300 11•1,nu. !scale velocity values by vO to prevent overflow 
amp(11)•aap(ii)/fo 
300 continue 
C 
C 
20 FormatCE20.0) 
30 Foraa.t(A3) 
40 ForaatC' Velocity at ',fS.l,' degrees • ',$) 
C 
return 
end 
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subroutine genvelda.t 
C 
implicit real~8(a-h,o-z> 
common/file/ amp(S0ll,phase<S0l>,nfft,itype 
coJDJ11on/da.t/ fo,tflo,tfhi,num 
co-on/aatr/ x(l7,17),y(l7),c(l7) 
C 
character etr(5)~65,header~75 
C 
itype • -1 
num • 181 
nfft• 181 
tflo• -90.00 
tfhi• 90.00 
C 
C 
c generate velocity data from coefficients 
C 
do 550 nnsl,17 
c(nn}•amp<nn> 
550 continue 
C 
th0 • -91 
do 500 kk•l,181 !generate velocity data 
th• th0+kk 
gum • 0.00 
do 600 kk2•1,l7 
if(kk2.eq.llgaJDJ11•gU1111+c(ll
if(kk2.gt.l)gammcgamm+c(kk2)~th~~(kk2-l) 
600 continue 
aap(kk)•g&.llllll !store velocity data for filing 
phase(kk)•th !store phase data for filing 
500 continue 
C 
C 
return 
end 
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subroutine coeffdat 
C 
implicit real~8Ca-h,o-z) 
common/file/ amp(501),ph&seC501),nfft,itype 
common/dat/ fo,tflo,tfhi,num 
common/matr/ z(l7,l7),y(l7),c(l7) 
C 
character strC5)~65,header~75 
C 
itype • -1 
OWi • 181 
nfft• 181 
tflo• -90.00 
tfhi• 90.00 
C 
c read in coefficients for filing 
C 
do 400 jj•l,17 
writeC6,SO> jj 
readC5,20)cCjj) 
400 continue 
C 
write(6,~)' Enter vo ' 
readC5,20)fo 
tflo • -90. 
tfhi • +90. 
n\JJI • 17 
nfft • 17 
C 
do 450 n•l,17 lstore profile coefficients for filing 
amp(n)•cCn) 
phaseCn>• 0.00 
450 continue 
C 
C 
20 Foraat(E20.0> 
50 Format C' CC ' ,Il,' > • ',$ > 
C 
return 
end 
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subroutine ma.trset 
C 
implicit re&lft8(a-h,o-z> 
common/file/ amp(5O1),pha.se(5O1),nfft,itype 
co11D1on/dat/ fo,tflo,tfhi,num 
common/matr/x(l7,17),y(l7),c(l7) 
C 
Do 9 j•l,num
Do 99 k=l,17 
Do 999 l•l,17 
11=k+l 
c 
if(m.eq.2):x(k,l)•x(k,l)+l.O lwhen exponent is 
divide phase by 10 to avoid overflow error; 
zero 
c 
999 
correct coefficients in 'gauss'
if.<•. gt. 2 > x< k, l) •x< k, l )+(phase< j > /10. >ftft <a-2 > 
Continue 
if(k.eq.l)y(k)•y(k)+amp(j) lwhen exponent is 
if(k.gt.l)y(k)•y(k)+(amp(j)ft(pha.se(j)/10.)ft~(k-l>> 
zero 
99 Continue 
9 Continue 
C 
return 
C 
end 
•ubroutine fix 
C 
iaplicit re&l~B<a-h,o-z> 
real~8 aax,duaJDy(SOl),caap(SOl>,cphaseCSOl> 
co-on/file/ &apCSOl),phase(SOl),nfft,itype 
co-on/d&t/ fo,tflo,tfhi,nua 
C 
c wr1teC6,~)' You have to write your own fix routine t ' 
C 
C 
return 
end 
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c--------------------------------------------------------------
c 
c "Gauss" will take a (lOXlO) complex u.trix and solve 
c for the nth order coefficients of an equation used to 
c describe the data from which the aatrix was generated 
c via Gaussian elimination. LU factorization or partial 
c pivoting are not included. 
C 
c x - complex matrix elements ..modified in routine 
c y - input parameters .•modified in routine 
c c - node solutions 
c n - nUJllber of nodes 
C 
C program outputs complex values in x 
C 
C 1 - outer loop column pointer 
C j - outer loop row pointer 
C 
C column points from l ton to place l's on diag. 
C 
c-----------------------------------------------------------
c 
subroutine gauss 
C 
implicit real~B<a-h,o-z) 
real~B UJC 
C011JDOn/file/ amp(SOl),phase(SOl),nfft,itype 
common/dat/ fo,tflo,tfhi,num 
common/aatr/x(l7,17>,y(l7),c(l7> 
C 
c011plex SUJl,a.n 
C 
C 
do 100 i•l,n 
C 
c Bonaalize by dividing working row by x<i,i) 
C 
a.n•x<i,i) 
do 200 k•l,n 
200 x(i,k)•x(i,k)/an 
yCi>•y(i)/an 
C 
c pointer is in the i coluan 
c elimination on rows i+l ton 
C 
do 400 j•i+l,n 
C 
c working on row js ault.row 1 by x(i,j) 
c and aubtract from row j 
C 
y(j)•y<j>-xCj,i>~yCi> 
an•x(j,i) 
C 
do 300 l•i,n 
C 
c xCj,i>•O.O since x<i,i) 
C 
300 xCj,l)•x(j,1)-a.n~x<i,l> 
400 continue 
100 continue 
C 
c complete fon,,ard reduction. 
c start backward reduction. 
c calculate c(n),c(n-1),etc •••• 
104 
C 
c<n>•y<n> 
do 500 1•1,n-1 
sua•cmplx<0.0,0.0) 
j•n-1 
do 600 k•j+l,n 
600 aua•s1.111+x(j,k)~c(k) 
c(j)•y(j)-sum 
500 continue 
C 
nu.a• 17 
C 
do 700 1=1,17 
ph.&se(i)•0.000 
aJ1p(1)•cC1)/lO.O~~C1-l) 
700 continue 
C 
c &11p(j) is the solutions to nodes, where amp(l) is the zeroth 
c order coefficient, aap(2) is the first order coeff., and so on. 
C 
return 
end 
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